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recipe for cheating, but it’s often a requirement for 
‘official’ online games so that you can hear what 
people are saying to each other, and see if they are 
looking away from their screens. Hopefully it’s not 
necessary to use it for that reason, but it’s nice to 
mix the play with a little socialising and idle chatter.  

For many members, they have never played so 
much bridge. One thing I love about online bridge 
is not being able to see partner’s eyes roll skywards 
or hear their groans when you trump their winner. 
Never has this been so important as in my recent 
endeavour to play one game with each of my 
contributors. I have written up the experience on 
page 44. 

For those who haven’t tried online bridge – give it 
a go. There are team matches, lockdown leagues, 
and plenty of duplicate tournaments. You can play 
with a partner you know, you can try out new 
partnerships, you can play with a robot. If there’s no 
audio you can usually chat to the table through a 
text line. The politest members introduce 
themselves and announce their basic bidding and 
carding systems. One thing I miss is knowing 
people’s names. On BBO it asks for your real name, 
but lots of people leave it blank. I think that’s a 
shame. Like today’s youth, I want to make BFFs 
(best friends forever) through an online platform, 
without ever meeting in person! 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
This issue has no calendar of forthcoming events 

as it’s impossible to tell when we will get back to 
large meetings. As soon as the end of lockdown is 
announced there will be information on  the website. 

The bridge community is itching to get back to 
face-to-face play and all the social interaction it 
provides, but even when lockdown ends, a 
vaccination is developed, masks and gloves are 
thrown in the bin, I think online bridge is here to 
stay. We shall just be playing more than ever.  r

Keeping in touch

BRIDGE IN ISOLATION by the Editor, Lou Hobhouse

click 

link

The English Bridge Union and its educational 
spin-off EBED have reacted with great speed 
and success to keep bridge and bridge 

teaching alive during lockdown, and it is very 
popular. The EBU now runs five games a day on 
BridgeBase Online, each for a mere £1.25 or so. 
Through its efforts with BBO, it has also 
encouraged clubs and counties to run their own 
games. To date over 100 have taken advantage of 
this opportunity – an amazing feat in just a few 
weeks. You can read about some of these initiatives 
on page 57. Other online bridge platforms have also 
seen numbers soaring. If you haven’t yet broached 
online play, there is a wealth of help available on the 
EBU website to get you started.  

Similarly, EBED has worked hard to come up 
with a workable way to teach bridge online and has 
run a series of Zoom tutorials to guide teachers 
through the steps required to instruct on a variety 
of bridge platforms. Recordings of these are 
available here: www.ebu.co.uk/node/3782 and one 
teacher has written about instructing online and its 
popularity on page 54. 

I have played with people far and wide. I’ve 
coaxed some fairly elderly players to give it a go 
which has been great – they are mostly amazed how 
easy it is once it’s up and running, and getting over 
the invariable tech hurdle encountered the first 
time is an effort that’s well worth making. I have 
been keeping in touch with many people teaching 
and organising online games, and they tell me the 
feedback is terrific. As one person said, ‘I was so 
pleased to get a phone call from someone asking me 
to partner them – we were able to have a chat, and I 
got to play – two interactions in a day’. 

Lockdown bridge is a great way to stay in touch. 
Some team matches can be played with an 
audio/video system going at the same time such as 
Zoom, Skype or WhatsApp. This may sound like a 

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/lou-hobhouse
https://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3782
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With the exception of Unassuming Cue 
Bids (Feb 2020/p6) and the strong 2® 
opening we have only looked at natural 

bids so far, but that’s about to change! One of the 
things that people new to the game find most 
intimidating is the huge range of system that can be 
played. It feels at first like everyone is playing a 
million artificial bids, none of which make sense, 
and that you must either learn them or get left 
behind.  

I’m a big believer that system should be intuitive 
and high gain – I play very little system that doesn’t 
come up frequently or that I will find hard to 
remember. I will therefore spend a few issues 
running through the conventions that I consider 
really indispensable – the ones that will support you 
to bid naturally and help you solve some problems 
you will encounter at the table without 
overcomplicating matters. 

Imagine that partner opens 1NT and you hold: 

´ A J 8 4 
™ K Q J 5 
t 7 3
® K 9 2

Stayman – Part 1

ACOLytes - Know the Basics by Sarah Bell

click 

link

‘no, I don’t have a four card major’. With both 
majors, opener should always bid hearts, not 
spades, as this is the cheaper bid and leaves more 
space for subsequent bidding. Stayman can be 
played in exactly the same way over a 2NT opening, 
just a level higher: you bid 3® to ask for a major and 
partner bids 3™/´ with one or 3t without. 

You open 1NT on each of the hands below and 
partner bids 2®, Stayman. What do you do?

With 14 points to go with partner’s 12-14 you know 
that you would like to play in game but you are not 
sure which game is best.  

You could just bid 3NT given that you are 
balanced but partner could have a four or even a 
five card major and you are off in 3NT with 4™/´ 
cold. You can’t bid one of your majors (playing 
natural methods, jumping to 3™/´ is usually game-
forcing with a five card suit), so what do you do?  

This is where one of the most widely played 
conventions in bridge is used – Stayman. Stayman is 
a 2® bid over a 1NT opening that asks ‘partner, do 
you have a four card major?’  Opener bids 2™/2´ to 
show four (or more) cards in that suit or 2t to say 

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3 
´ 8 7 5 4 ´ Q 10 5 ´ 7 6 
™ A 7 ™ Q 6 ™ K J 7 5 
t A Q 2 t A J 5 4 t A J 3 2 
® Q J 5 4 ® K 7 6 4 ® K Q 9 

Hand 4 Hand 5 Hand 6 
´ Q 8 7 ´ A 7 4 ´ A K 6 2 
™ K Q 5 4 3 ™ Q J 6 ™ 8 6 4 3 
t K J 6 t Q 8 t K 7
® K 2 ® K J 6 5 4 ® Q 6 5

Hand 1 Bid 2´. It doesn’t matter that your spades 
are poor, it matters that you have four of them. 

Hand 2 Bid 2t because you have no four-card 
major. 

Hand 3 Bid 2™ because you have four hearts. 

Hand 4 Bid 2™. You have five hearts here, not four, 
but you have no bid that shows five hearts. It is 
normal that a 2™/´ bid can be on a five card suit, 
although it only promises four, much in the same 
way that opening or responding in a suit at the 
one level only promises four cards but could turn 
out to be a longer suit. Don’t think about 
jumping to 3™ to show five – the 3™ bid doesn’t 
exist for a reason – partner might not have hearts 
with you and might not have enough to play in 
game either, in which case you will be stuck. We’ll 
have a look at the types of hands that bid 2® in a 
minute. 

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/sarah-bell
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´ Q 8 4 
™ 9 7 5 3 
t J 8 7 3 2
® 5

Hand 5 Bid 2t. It doesn’t matter that you only have 
a doubleton diamond because you aren’t showing 
diamonds here, you are just saying that you don’t 
have a four (or more) card major. 

Hand 6 Bid 2™. If you bid 2´ you are denying four 
hearts and eating up useful space. The relative 
strength of your majors isn’t important: Stayman 
is just about showing length and, thus, finding a 
fit. 

When partner bids Stayman they will have one of 
three hand types: 

DA game-forcing hand with at least one four card 
major 

DAn invitational hand with at least one four card 
major 

DA weak hand with both majors (5-4 or better). 
They can’t be weak with only one major as they’ll 
be stuck for a bid if you don’t have a fit for them. 

This third option, the weak hand, is the reason 
that you can’t go jumping around with a five card 
major. Even if this does mean that you have at least 
a nine card fit your side may just have no points and 
you have jumped into a silly spot. Partner may also 
slightly fudge with a super weak hand and not be as 
suitable as you had hoped. 

Advanced: Most people also bid Stayman on three 
suited weak hands with a club shortage such as: 

If partner bids 2™ or 2´ you can Pass (2´ is 
probably better than 1NT once partner has four 
spades) and if partner bids 2t you can pass that 
too, hoping to catch a fit. Note that you can’t be 
short in diamonds instead of clubs as you will have 
nowhere to go if partner bids 2t. 

Next issue we will take a closer look at what hands 
might initiate Stayman, and how to continue after 
partner's response.            r

The content of ACOLytes may occasionally differ 
from Bridge for All teaching materials produced by 
EBED, and the author may make some changes 
according to personal teaching style. 

Bridge for All & ACOLytes 

http://bridge2000.co.uk/
https://brianbridge.net/brian/main.html
http://www.limpleystokehotel.co.uk/
emailto:info@limpleystokehotel.co.uk
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David Bakhshi gives the 
answers on page 32

In each of the following hands you are sitting 
South. You are playing in a teams match with 
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give 

yourself the best chance of making your contract, 
even if that means giving up on the possibility of 
making overtricks.

Hand 1 
        ´  A 5 3 
        ™  A 9 3 

t K 10 9 8 4 3
®  7

        ´  K 9 6 2 
        ™  Q J 6 

t Q
®  A K 10 6 3

Hand 2 
        ´  7 4 3 
        ™  Q 4 

t A Q 10 6 3
®  K 5 2

        ´  K Q 9 
        ™  A 10 7 2 

t J 9 5
®  A Q 10

Hand 3 
        ´  A K Q 
        ™  5 

t A Q 8 4 
®  A 7 5 3 2

        ´  10 9 8 7 3       
        ™  A J 6 4 

t J
®  J 8 4

Hand 4 
        ´  K 10 8 
        ™  10 8 6 5 3 

t K J
®  K J 6

        ´  A J 9 7 4 3 
        ™  J 7 

t A Q 5
®  Q 4

You are in 3NT. West 
leads the ™7. Plan 

your play. 

You are in 4´. West 
leads the ®K. Plan 

your play.

You are in 4´ after 
East opens 1NT  

(12-14). West leads 
the ™9, and East wins 

the ™Q, then plays 
the ™K followed by 
the ™4. Plan your 

play.

You are in 3NT. West 
leads the ´5 and East 

plays the ´J. Plan 
your play.

N 
W      E 

S

N 
W      E 

S

N 
W      E 

S

N 
W      E 

S

You are sitting West. What should you bid with 
each hand below on the given auction at 
matchpoint pairs, N-S Vulnerable? 

W N E S          
1´ Pass Pass 

?

W N E S          
Pass Pass 1´ Pass 
?

W N E S          
4™ 4´ 

? 

W N E S          
1® 1t 

1´ Pass 2® Pass 
Pass 2t 2™ Pass 
? 

W N E S          
1™ Pass 

? 

W N E S          
1™ Pass      

? 

Hand 2 
´ Q 10 5 3 
™ A K 8 5 3 
t 10 7
® 9 8

Hand 3 
´ J 9 7 4 2 
™ J 
t K Q J 7
® A 10 4

Hand 4 
´ J 10 8 4 3 
™ J 3 2 
t J 6 4
® A 3

Hand 5 
´ 6 5 4 
™ 8 
t J 6
® K Q 10 9 8 7 5

Hand 6 
´ A Q 10 5 4 
™ – 
t Q J 10 9 6 2
® K 3

Julian Pottage gives the answers 
on page 40

Hand 1 
´ A Q 8 
™ Q 10 4 2 
t J 10 7
® Q J 3



https://www.arenatravel.com/bridge-holidays/
https://www.arenatravel.com/bridge-holidays/
https://www.arenatravel.com/bridge-holidays/butterley-midland-railway
https://www.arenatravel.com/bridge-holidays/festive-tiverton
https://www.arenatravel.com/bridge-holidays/telford-hotel
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South plays in 2´. 
West leads the ™K. 
Match-point pairs

´  9 2 
        ™  7 5 

t K 10 6 4 3
®  A 7 5 2

     
 

        ´  K J 10 7 6 5  
        ™  A 4 2

t A 7
®  6 3

N 
W      E 

S

South plays in 4™. 
West leads the ´K. 

West has bid spades

´  A 7 
        ™  Q 10 

t A Q J 9 3
®  7 6 5 2

    
 

        ´  8 5 4
        ™  K J 9 8 7 2    

t K 4
®  K Q

N 
W      E 

S

´  9 2 
™  7 5 
t K 10 6 4 3
®  A 7 5 2

     ´   A Q 3          ´  8 4 
     ™   K Q 10 8             ™  J 9 6 3 
t J 9   t Q 8 5 2
®  J 9 8 4 ®  K Q 10

´  K J 10 7 6 5 
™  A 4 2 
t A 7
®  6 3

N 
W      E 

S

My most recent articles have looked at 
hold-ups, with the last one focusing on 
suit play. Here are two more deals where 

the play of holding up trick one in a suit contract is 
essential for success. One of the keys to spotting it is 
understanding why you should do it. 

For the hand below, imagine you are playing in a 
match-point pairs competition in a modest 2´. 
How should you play against the lead of the ™K? 

The Hold-Up Revisited 3

Basic Cardplay

click 

link

The defenders would cash two spades, two hearts 
and a club, holding you to eight tricks. Now, 
suppose you were to allow West to hold trick one – 
what could he do next? He cannot attack trumps 
without carving up his holding in the suit, so must 
switch to something (or lead another heart). Now 
you could play off the ™A, ruff a heart on table and 
play trumps, losing just two spades, a heart and a 
club for a valuable overtrick. 

At this form of scoring, match-point pairs, 140 
would score a lot better than 110. 

A variation on this theme can be seen on the 
following deal where more than an overtrick is at 
stake. Here, you are playing in 4™ after West has bid 
spades. How would you play the hand after the lead 
of the ´K? 

Naturally enough, given the topic of this article, 
you must allow West to hold trick one – the key 
question is why does it matter? Well, what would 
happen if you were to take the ™A? You might cross 
to dummy and finesse trumps, say, but you’d lose 
five tricks fairly rapidly on this layout:

Your essential Count and Plan reveals that you 
appear to have more than sufficient winners – one 
spade, five hearts, four or five diamonds and a club 
– but you may have too many losers. You are in
danger of losing two spades, one heart and one club.

Suppose you were to take the ´A and play a 
trump. That will (or, at least, should) be allowed to 
win the trick and now you’d be in considerable 
difficulty. If you were to play another trump the 
defence could take the ™A, cash two spades and the 
®A for one off. 

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/paul-bowyer
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´  A 7 
™  Q 10 
t A Q J 9 3
®  7 6 5 2

     ´   K Q J 10 3   ´  9 6 2 
     ™   A 4 3   ™  6 5 
t 10 5   t 8 7 6 2
®  A 10 4 ®  J 9 8 3

´  8 5 4 
™  K J 9 8 7 2 
t K 4
®  K Q

N 
W      E 

S

The solution, naturally enough, is to allow the ´K 
to hold trick one. What could the defenders do 
now? Suppose they were to play another spade. 
You’d take that and play a heart, carefully overtaking 
the ™10 with the ™J. If that were allowed to hold, 
then you could ruff your losing spade on table and 
play a club, virtually ensuring your contract. Here’s 
the full deal: 

This is an instructive deal from both the 
standpoint of declarer (who has to duck the ´K at 
trick one to survive) and the defenders, who should 
hold off the ace of trumps for one round.  

Note that it is a common error to take the ace of 
trumps too early in defence – it is often best to duck 
a round of trumps when holding Axx.    r 

Have you got it? 
Paul’s quiz is on p62

TOP TEN CLUBS IN 
ENGLAND 2019-20 

Congratulations to Richmond Bridge Club for 
coming top in the list of most popular clubs in 
England for the tenth consecutive year. The list is 
in order of player sessions over the year April 
2019 – March 2020. The full list of clubs is here: 
www.ebu.co.uk/node/3800 

1. Richmond 6. Tunbridge Wells
2. Wimbledon 7. South Bucks 
3. Stamford 8. Kenilworth
4. Cheltenham 9. Oxford
5. West Midlands 10. Olicana

SOMERSET CBA 2020 

WEST OF ENGLAND 
CONGRESS 

Friday to Sunday 2nd - 4th October 
Includes two Green Pointed events 

Winter Gardens, Weston-super-Mare 
www.bridgewebs.com/somerset 

Email woe2020@icloud.com 

https://www.bridgewebs.com/somerset/
emailto:woe2020@icloud.com
https://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3800
emailto:info@webbingtonhotelandspa.co.uk
https://www.webbingtonhotelandspa.co.uk/
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E/W Game. Dealer North. 
´  A 6 
™  A Q 4 3 
t Q J 9 7 6 3
® A

    ´  Q 10 8 7       ´  J 5 
   ™  K 10 7 2              ™  J 9 8 5 
t A 10 2   t K 8 5 4
®  Q J ®  K 9 5

´  K 9 4 3 2 
™  6 
t –
® 10 8 7 6 4 3 2

The school duplicate was well underway when 
John Hutson and Neil Phillips faced the 
Matron and Stefan Götel.  

N 
W      E 

S

  West           North        East       South 
  The Neil           Stefan    John 
  Matron        Phillips        Götel      Hutson 

1t Pass       1´ 
  Pass 2™ Pass       2´ 
  Pass 4´ All Pass 

Game All. Dealer South. 
´  A 9 5 2 
™  A Q 4 3 
t K 6 5
® A 9

    ´  8 7 ´  10 4 3 
   ™  8 2              ™  9 7 6 
t Q 8 4 2   t 10 9 3
®  K Q J 3 2 ®  10 7 6 4

´  K Q J 6 
™  K J 10 5 
t A J 7
® 8 5

N 
W      E 

S

  West           North        East       South 
  John             Percy          Neil        Bertie 
  Hutson         Cutforth     Phillips    Bellis 

1NT 
  Pass 2® Pass       2™ 
  Pass 6™ All Pass 

John Hutson responded on his hand, hoping to 
inconvenience the opponents. A few moments later, 
he found himself in a spade game. The Matron led 
the ®Q and down went the dummy. ‘Thanks,’ said 
Hutson. ‘Ace, please.’ 

A diamond ruff in declarer’s hand was followed 
by a successful finesse of the ™Q. Hutson threw a 
club on dummy’s ™A. He then continued with a 
second diamond ruff, a club ruff with dummy’s ´6, 
and a heart ruff.  

When declarer led another club from his hand, 
the Matron had to choose a card from ´Q1087 ™K 
tA. She chose to throw the ™K and Hutson ruffed 
with the bare ´A, bringing his total to eight tricks. 
Since it was fairly clear that West’s last red card was 
a diamond, Hutson ruffed a diamond with the ´9, 
West following. He then faced his ´K, claiming the 
contract. 

Not Quite Good Enough   

Bridge Fiction by David Bird

The Matron stared disapprovingly at John 
Hutson. ‘How many points did you have for your 
response?’ she demanded. 

‘About 8 or 9,’ Hutson replied. ‘Depends how 
much you add for distribution.’ 

It occurred to Stefan Götel that a trump lead 
would have beaten the contract. Declarer would 
then have had only six trump tricks to add to 
dummy’s three winners in the side suits.  

‘Nothing we could do, was there?’ enquired the 
Matron. 

Götel shook his head. ‘It was a lucky one for 
them,’ he replied. 

Soon afterwards, Hutson and Phillips faced 
tougher opposition:  

John Hutson led the ®K, won with dummy’s ace. 
Bertie Bellis drew trumps, happy to find a 3-2 break. 
When declarer continued with four rounds of 
spades, John Hutson was wide awake in the West 
seat.  

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/david-bird
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´  A 9 5 2 
™  A Q 4 3 
t K 6 5
® A 9

    ´  8 7 ´  10 4 3 
   ™  8 2              ™  9 7 6 
t Q 8 4 2   t 10 9 3
®  K Q J 3 2 ®  10 7 6 4

´  K Q J 6 
™  K J 10 5 
t A J 7
® 8 5

N 
W      E 

S

The 1NT opening had shown 15-17 points, so it 
was clear that South must hold the ace and jack of 
diamonds. If his shape was 4·4·2·3, he would have 
claimed the contract already, scoring a club ruff as 
his twelfth trick. So, he must hold three diamonds 
and only two clubs. John Hutson nodded to himself. 
If he reduced to tQ74 ®QJ, he would surely be 
thrown in with a club. He would then have to lead 
from the tQ or concede a ruff-and-discard. Feeling 
sure he was doing the right thing, Hutson discarded 
the ®J, keeping a low club. These cards remained: 

When a club was played from dummy, Neil 
Phillips won in the East seat and returned the t10. 
‘The boys have defended well,’ observed Bertie 
Bellis, as he won with dummy’s king. A finesse of 
the tJ proved unsuccessful and the slam went one 
down.   

Bertie Bellis smiled at his partner. ‘Sadly, my hand 
was not quite good enough,’ he said. ‘Swap the t8 
for the t7, and even these sharp lads couldn’t have 
beaten the slam!’            r 

Chiltern Bridge 
Online bridge club 

www.bridgewebs.com/chiltern 

BridgeExtras Online 
A bridge club away from home 

Specialising in online play for festivals and 
regular duplicates 

Message us on BBO, vEBU518446

WELCOME TO OUR  
™ NEWLY AFFILIATED CLUBS ™

https://www.bridgewebs.com/chiltern/
https://www.mercianbridge.co.uk/
emailto:tours@merciantravel.co.uk


Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events 
and David Bird points to some useful lessons 
to be learned from them. Bid them with 
your partner and then see how your efforts 
compare with the experts’ bidding. 

JUNE 2020 
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. N/S Game ´  A 10 6 5
Dealer South ™  Q 10 8 

t 9 4
(Edgtton) ®  A Q 7 3

2. E/W Game ´  K Q 10 3 
Dealer East ™  K 

t K 10 9 7 5 3
( Edgtton) ®  Q 4

3. Game All ´  J 4 3
Dealer West ™  A K 6 5 2 

t K 5
(Ware) ®  A K 3

4. Game All ´  A Q J 10 
Dealer West ™  6 

t A K J 10 3
(Wiltshire) ®  A 9 3

5. E/W Game ´  A 10 7 
Dealer East ™  A Q 7 

t K 4 2
(Ware) ®  K 8 7 3

* If possible, North bids 2™, South 3™

6. Love All ´  5
Dealer South ™  5 

t A K Q 6 4 3
(Wiltshire) ®  Q 8 6 4 3

 Did you beat the experts? – Page 35

Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events 
and David Bird points to some useful lessons 
to be learned from them. Bid them with 
your partner and then see how your efforts 
compare with the experts’ bidding. 

JUNE 2020 
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. N/S Game ´  K Q 2
Dealer South ™  A K 

t K 8
(Bach) ®  K 10 8 6 5 2

2. E/W Game ´  A J 9 7 5 2 
Dealer East ™  A J 10 6 

t J
(Bach) ®  8 3

3. Game All ´  A K 10 9 2
Dealer West ™  Q 10 4 

t A Q
(Jacob) ®  10 6 2

4. Game All ´  K 6 3 2 
Dealer West ™  Q 10 5 4 

t 9 8 7 5 4
(Henbest) ®  –

5. E/W Game ´  K Q J 8 4 2 
Dealer East ™  8 

t 9 5
(Jacob) ®  A 10 6 2

* If possible, North bids 2™, South 3™

6. Love All ´  A 7 3
Dealer South ™  K Q J 4 

t 8 5
(Henbest) ®  A K 9 2

 Did you beat the experts? – Page 35



https://www.hmca.co.uk/index.php?association=English%20Bridge%20Union&source=insert
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When to bid 3 over 2

Traps for the unwary by Michael Byrneby Michael Byrne

One of the hardest parts of duplicate pairs 
(and to a lesser extent teams) is knowing 
when to carry on bidding in a competitive 

auction just to ensure your side is not outbid. 

Sometimes buying the hand guarantees you a 
good score even when you go down in your contract 
as they would have made theirs. However, 
sometimes everyone is already too high and you are 
doing what is known as ‘competing for the minus 
score’ where no one can make anything. What 
factors do you need to think about and what should 
you look for? 

The short answer is that when you are competing 
the part-score you should carry on bidding if you 
have extra shape, and not (as many people think) 
extra values. 

The hands on which everyone can make a lot of 
tricks are the ones where both sides have a big fit, 
and can make more tricks than the point count 
suggests. Certainly if you have a long suit and 
partner has raised it you will find the play of the 
hand relatively straight forward. If you are weak 
then bidding on might turn out to be a good save. 

One thing to watch out for is where you hold soft 
values in short suits, particularly the opponents 
trump suits. These will normally be of no use at all 
when playing the hand, but will slow them down to 
the extent that if you go off in your contract, the 
opponents will often not be making theirs either. 

It is amazing how often your Qx in the opponents 
trump suit combines with partner’s 10xx to score a 
defensive trick, since the opponents were about to 
take the finesse, a mistake they do not make when 
they are defending! 

Let us put this to the test by seeing some practical 
example hands. The auction starts simply:  

Hand 1 has no justification at all for bidding 3™, 
but that wouldn’t stop at least 50% of players who 
hold the hand and are upset that they are no 
longer going to be declarer. 

The spade holding will be of little use in 3™ since 
partner is marked with a doubleton anyway, and 
you have bad trumps. While the diamond side 
suit is pleasant, it’s not going to be a deal breaker 
at the three-level. Partner is likely to hold two 
spades and three hearts. If he had 4-card support 
he had the option of jumping to 3™ on the 
previous round, normally played as a weak hand 
(5-9 points) with distributional support. If 
partner does have a flat hand with 4-card support 
then 3™ might be the winning call – but it is not 
up to us to make it. We should pass suggesting a 
minimum hand and partner is entitled to read us 
for five hearts and two or three spades. If he wants 
to compete by bidding 3™  on a hand such as this 

 ´Kx, ™Qxxx, tJxx, ®Jxxx 

then he may do so, but it is his responsibility, not 
ours. Partner knows we won’t have a minimum 
balanced hand since we haven’t opened 1NT. 

    W          N          E          S 
    1™         1´         2™        2´ 
    ?

Hand 4 Hand 5 
´ 7 ´ – 
™ A Q 9 6 4 3 ™ A J 9 5 4 3 
t A 9 6 5 t A Q J 7
® 6 5 ® 6 5 4

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3
´ Q J 3 ´ A J 2 ´ 4 3 2 
™ K 9 7 5 4 ™ K J 8 5 ™ A K J 10 7 
t A Q 10 2 t A Q 10 6 t K Q 9 6
® 8 ® 7 6 ® 4

We shall assume that the vulnerability is Love All, 
supposedly the best time for competing, and that 
our 1™ opening was in the context of a weak no 
trump and four-card major based system.

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/michael-byrne
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    W          N          E          S 
    1™         1´         2™        2´ 
    Pass       Pass       2NT      Pass 
    3t         All Pass  

Sometimes you will get lucky – partner will have 
five diamonds and it will be a nice double fit, but 
it is more likely that partner’s KJ9xx clubs will 
slow down declarer in his spade contract, and that 
no one can make anything. 

Hand 2 has extra values and does want to do 
something, but 3™ is out of the question. When 
partner is raising in a competitive auction he does 
not need four trumps to take us from 1™ to 2™, 
and there is no guarantee we even have an eight 
card fit, so bidding on to the three level is likely to 
lead to disaster. 

Can we double to show extra values or suggest a 
penalty? No, since we don’t have the clear 
majority of points and were not booked for a plus 
score in 2™ anyway. Partner’s range is about 5-9 
and with everyone bidding it sounds like he has 
the lower end of the range. 

With a very defence orientated hand we should 
pass, and let partner make the final decision. If he 
has a weak hand with only three hearts then he 
can pass and we will be happy to be out of the 
auction. If partner does have extra shape (for 
example a singleton spade) then he is welcome to 
bid on. He can either compete in hearts if he has 
four, bid a new suit if he has six, or bid 2NT to 
show the minors. That would seem a bit of a 
strange auction: 

but when we are playing Acol and opening the 
major first this is what we must do. 

Some of you may be reading this article and 
thinking ‘I would have opened 1t so this doesn’t 
apply to me’ but the principles are the same 
throughout. Acol is a broad church and everyone 
has their own idea about what it entails. The 
important thing is that you make the same bid as 
your partner and your competitive actions are in 
keeping with partnership opening style. 

Hand 3 can just about bid 3™, as the spade holding 
looks ‘clean’ and the trumps are strong enough to 
get away with. 

When all of the high cards are in the long suits it 
suggests a hand rich in playing strength and you 
will normally be better off playing the hand 

Cont/p18

PETER JORDAN 
1942 – 2020 

Peter Jordan was the mainstay of the EBU 
Overseas Congresses and the Summer Meeting for 
17 years, until he retired 18 months ago.  

From the age of 15 he worked in the family 
butchery business and took the reins early in life. 
Over the next 40 years he developed it into a high-
class delicatessen, before selling it. 

He found time to learn bridge with a friend, 
Robin Wilcox. They soon became the teachers. 
Living close to the EBU headquarters he was well 
positioned when the Competitions Secretary post 
became available –  he didn't apply, the EBU rang 
him! A five year position was offered and accepted. 
He continued for a further 12 years. 

The post was not work to Peter, it was 
enjoyment. He was quickly organising congresses 
where many of the players were known to him. He 
loved to see events grow, and grow they did. 

He will be long recognised as the organisation 
behind the Overseas Congresses. These require a 
great deal of 'behind the scenes' work and 
attention  to what some would call minor issues. 
Peter took all of this in his stride, naming the 
contents of  the 25-30 boxes needing to be 
unpacked without reference to his case notes. 

He was instrumental in setting the tone for the 
Congresses, reminding players it is a Holiday with 
Bridge, engendering the friendly manner in which 
all but a few participated. His wife Barbara 
accompanied him and many reading this will have 
fond memories of times spent overseas together. 

Peter suffered what was described as a 
'significant stroke' 18 months ago. He retained full 
speech and the brain was as alive as ever. In 
keeping with his character he never complained 
and still hoped to find a way to another overseas 
congress. Sadly not to be. He will be sorely missed. 
An online memorial page can be found here: 
www.mykeeper.com/profile/PeterJordan/ 

https://www.mykeeper.com/profile/peterjordan/
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rather than defending. That won’t always be the 
case – partner will sometimes have a trick in 
spades and a soft club holding that might have 
slowed them down but are of little use to you, but 
on balance you’ll survive. 

Hand 4 can bid 3™ automatically as the extra cards 
in hearts more than make up for the lack of high 
card points. You might not make 3™ (in fact eight 
tricks are likely unless partner has a perfecto) but 
you will definitely be better off playing then 
defending. 

Note that when you bid 3™ you are committed to 
passing out 3´, if you bid then 3™ then 4™ you 
might as well light up a neon sign saying ‘please 
double me, I don’t think I am making this’. For 
every time that 4™ is one off against a making 3´ 
there will be several when 3´ was too high for the 
opponents and you have turned a small plus score 
into a medium minus one. 

Hand 5 has the most shape of all and should just 
blast to 4™ which will have some play no matter 
what partner puts down in the black suits. 
Although nine tricks is a reasonably likely 
outcome, if you just bid 3™ then the opponents 
will be able to bid on, 3´ or 4´ depending on 
taste. If 3´ comes back to you, you will want to 
bid 4™ (and you will almost certainly be right) 
but the trouble now is that the opponents will be 
better placed to decide what to do, and the 
overcaller can even pass it around to partner to let 
them choose. 

It is much better to force a decision on the 
overcaller straight away and put them under 
pressure. Nothing is lost if they double you for 
penalties, even if you have a trump and three club 
losers – say partner holds 

´Kxxx ™Qxx t10xx ®Qxx 
(or similar) then the diamond finesse will let you 
out for one off and surely 3´ will be making for 
the opponents. 

Note that if you do bid 4™ and the next hand bids 
4´ don’t be disappointed if your partner can’t 
double it. I know what we really want is for 
partner to hold K10xxx of their trumps and give 
them the red card, but if you push them into 4´ 
just go quietly and hope to take them one off. If 
partner can’t double you certainly can’t and it 
may just be an ordinary flat board in game 
making round the room.        r

The Dos and Don’ts of bidding one more in 
competition 

Do feel free to bid on when you have extra 
shape, you have found a fit and you hold a 
fair hand in playing strength, even if you are 
weak.  

Do look carefully at your trumps and your 
holding in the opponent’s trump suit, 
both of which are likely to be crucial when 
determining if you should bid on.  

Don’t bid on with hands that are balanced, even 
if they hold more high card points than 
you have already shown, it will just be 
disappointing in the play. 

Don’t compete to the 3-level and then compete 
to the game level, as the opponents 
already know you aren’t bidding it to 
make. A direct blast straight away is far 
more effective as a tactical bid than being 
pushed up bit by bit.

Have you got it? Try Michael’s quiz on  
page 63 when you’ve finished the article

To facilitate the needs of our teachers and 
students while lockdown continues, we have 
made arrangements for ordering all EBED 
publications, including Bridge for All books. 
EBED will be processing orders ONCE A 
MONTH. Materials will be despatched during the 
first week of the month using the following 
procedure: 

DPlace your order via email to 
lisa@ebedcio.org.uk 

DPlease state your name, phone number, delivery 
address, publication title and quantity. 

DLisa Miller will call you to take payment on the 
first Monday of the month. 

DYour order will be dispatched following 
payment. 

Unfortunately, EBED are unable to take orders for 
books and products via the Bridge Warehouse at 
this time.

ORDERING EBED PUBLICATIONS 
DURING LOCKDOWN

emailto:lisa@ebedcio.org.uk


https://mrbridge.co.uk/
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Love All. Dealer West. 
        ´   A K 8 7 4 
        ™   6 

t 10 9
®   Q J 9 7 3

´  10 6 3 2 
  ™  K 10 3 
  t A K J 8

®  K 10

N 
W      E 

S

    W          N          E          S 
    Pass       1´         2t        2™ 
    3t         Pass       Pass      4™ 
    All Pass  

´  A K 8 7 4 
™  6 
t 10 9
®  Q J 9 7 3

     ´   Q 9 5          ´  10 6 3 2 
     ™   8              ™  K 10 3 
t 7 6 5 2   t A K J 8
®  A 8 6 5 4 ®  K 10

´  J 
™  A Q J 9 7 5 4 2 
t Q 4 3
®  2

N 
W      E 

S

Finding a way

Sleuth’s Quiz by Ron Klinger

click 

link

You are East, playing teams, all non 
vulnerable. 

Did you really bid 2t? Have you read a bridge book 
on bidding or ever attended bridge classes or are 
you a free spirit, who feels no need to follow the 
approach of most players in the matter of overcalls? 
[Translation: Do not do this in real life with your 
partner if you want to maintain the partnership.] 

West leads the t7-nine-king-three. 

You now play the tA-four-two-ten. 

What do you need now? 
You have taken two tricks and you can expect to 
win a trick with the ™K. You need to find a fourth 
trick. 

What do you make of partner’s lead? 
As you can see every diamond higher than the 
t7, except for the tQ, you can place the tQ with 
South. West would not lead the t7 from Q-7-x or 
from Q-7-x-x. That means that South began with 
tQ-x-x or tQ-x-x-x.  

How many hearts do you give South for the 
jump to 4™? 

As you have the ™K and the ™10, South figures to 
hold at least seven hearts, probably headed by the 
A-Q-J.

What does partner have? 
Partner has Q-J in spades (at most), probably 
nothing significant in hearts and nothing good in 
diamonds. Where is partner’s raise to 3t if 
partner does not have the ®A? 
It is not hard to deduce that you will not defeat 
4™ if South has the ®A.  

Should you switch to a club? 
Yes, yes, yes. You should switch to the ®K or ®10 
at trick three. 

The deal arose in a National Open Teams: 

On any play but a club at trick three, South makes 

4™. Although East should not need it, West has also 

strongly suggested a club shift. When West played 

the t2 on the second diamond, that was a suit-

preference signal for clubs.         r

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/ron-klinger
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Numbers have fallen. Please take part – you 
have a good chance of winning! Sending an 
email is easy peasy - but don’t forget two 
answers - teams and pairs. lou@ebu.co.uk

A twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is the prize on 
offer. For information on Piatnik cards visit 
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/collections/all-cards 

There are TWO categories in our competi tion: up 
to and including Master, and those with higher 
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you 
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie, 
the winner from each category will be randomly 
selected. The editor’s decision is final.   

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz, 
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset, 

TA10 0DD 
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk  

by 29 June 2020. 
Please make sure you include your full postal 
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail 

TWO answers - Teams & PairsOpening leads are often subjective and 
virtual ly any opening lead can be successful 
some of the time. However, bridge is in 

many ways a game of percentages and there fore 
certain leads will gain more often than others. In 
each issue you will be given three hands and the 
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your 
opening leads in both teams and pairs from those 
proposed by our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the 
next issue. In each problem you are on lead as West. 

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™K; (c) ™3; (d) a diamond

  Hand 1 
 ´   6 5 4 
 ™   A K J 8 5 3 
t 8 6 5 2
®   –

         South       West       North    East 
3™           Dble       4™ 

         5´            Pass         6´          All Pass

Choose from: (a )a spade (b) ™A; (c) tK; (d) ®6

  Hand 3 
 ´   5 2 
 ™   A 8 5 4 
t K Q 4
®   A J 7 6

         South       West       North    East 
         1´            Dble        3´1         Dble2 
         4´            Pass         Pass        Dble3 
         All Pass 
1 Pre-emptive, 2 Values,3 More values

HHHHH

by Alan Mould

ANSWERS TO APRIL’S QUIZ: Page 38

SEND IN YOUR ENTRY!

Choose from: (a) a heart; (b) tA; (c) ®A; (d) ®Q

  Hand 2 
 ´   – 
 ™   8 7 5 3 2 
t A 10 5 3
®   A Q J 5

         South       West       North    East 
         1™1           Pass         2™          Pass 
         2´            Pass         3´          Pass 
         4´            Dble        All Pass 
1 5-Card majors

HHHHH

You have doubled the contract. Now beat it.
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    W          N          E          S 
Pass      1NT1 

    Pass       3NT      All Pass        
  1 12-14

South plays 3NT. West leads the ´Q 

´  K 7 5 
™  Q 4 2 
t A J 10 8 7
®  Q 6

     ´   Q J 10 6       ´  8 4 3 2 
     ™   J 10 8              ™  K 6 5 
t 4 2   t K 6
®  10 8 3 2 ®  K J 9 5

´  A 9 
™  A 9 7 3 
t Q 9 5 3
®  A 7 4

N 
W      E 

S

          ´  K 7 5 
         ™  Q 4 2 

t A J 10 8 7
®  Q 6

´  8 4 3 2
  ™  K 6 5

     t K 6
®  K J 9 5

N 
W      E 

S

In this series of articles, I have tried to cover 
defence step by step. All defence begins with the 
opening lead, and after the opening lead comes 

third hand play. The next step might have been 
second hand play or what to lead back to partner at 
trick two, but I can’t bring myself to leave this 
subject untouched any longer. Counting is the 
cornerstone of defence and should be applied 
whenever possible and as soon as possible.  

We ourselves have already used counting to help 
our defence. In my first article, a count of the points 
told us that partner couldn’t hold any cards of 
value, so we made as passive an opening lead as 
possible. Would you believe me if I told you that 
such technique can also be helpful in the middle of 
the hand? 

Counting Points

Crocs on Defence

click 

link

by Stephen Kennedy

Declarer takes partner’s ´Q lead in hand with the 
ace and runs the tQ. After taking the tK, how 
should we defend? 

A good place to start in the defence is to count 
declarer’s tricks. The ace and king of spades makes 
two, the diamonds make four, and if declarer’s heart 
suit is good, he could well have three heart tricks. 

Nine tricks is enough to make the contract, and 
that’s bad. If partner has the ®A, we can take the 

next four tricks and put the contract one down. 
Obviously, this will not look good if declarer has the 
ace: he will play low from hand on our club switch 
and score the ®Q for free. 

So what should we do? Count some points? I 
couldn’t agree more. 

When counting points, we start by counting 
dummy’s and our own. Dummy has 12 points and 
we have 10. Subtracting that from 40 tells us that 
declarer and partner have a combined 18, and we 
can take this a step further once we take declarer’s 
1NT opening into account. 1NT showed 12-14 
points. Subtracting that from 18 tells us that partner 
has 4-6 points. Can he have the ®A? 

No he can’t. 

Partner led the ´Q, and unless he is feeling 
especially eccentric today, he will have the ´J behind 
it. That’s already three points, so the ®A must be 
with declarer, as must the ™A. Add that to the ´A 
and the tQ and declarer is marked with 14 points. 
We even know where the ™J is. 

We may as well play the rest of the hand double 
dummy. 

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/stephen-kennedy
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´ A 9 
™ A J 10 3 
t Q 9 5 3
® 8 7 4

    W          N          E          S 
Pass      1NT1 

    Pass       2™2       Pass      2´ 
    Pass       3NT      Pass      4´ 
    All Pass
  1 12-14, 2 transfer to spades

South plays 4´. West leads the ®J 

´  9 7 4 3 2 
™  A Q J 
t J 7 4
®  K Q

     ´   A 6 ´  10 8 
     ™   K 10 6              ™  8 4 3 2 
t A 10 9 8 6   t K 3
®  J 10 9 ®  7 6 5 4 2

´  K Q J 5 
™  9 7 5 
t Q 5 2
®  A 8 3

N 
W      E 

S

With the points lying as they are, declarer has just 
eight tricks. To make his ninth, he will probably play 
towards one of the rounded suit queens. Why try 
and get in the way of that? Take the tK and return 
a spade. This gives nothing away and sets up our 
spade tricks, ready to cash when we get in with one 
of our kings. (Don’t pay attention to the fact that 
declarer can still make the contract with a 
complicated squeeze). 

Counting the points was remarkably effective on 
this hand, allowing us to place all of the important 
cards, but there is always a danger when counting 
points. People can’t always be relied on to bid their 
hands properly. If South is an ‘upgrader’ he could 
very well have just 11 points. He could even have: 

Now do we need to switch to a club to defeat the 
contract? Yes! As always, we can only make the best 
play. And by definition, the best play won’t always 
be right. 

Let’s see if you can make the best play on this 
hand: 

´  9 7 4 3 2 
™  A Q J 
t J 7 4
®  K Q

    ´  A 6
    ™  K 10 6         
t A 10 9 8 6
®  J 10 9

N 
W      E 

S

Declarer takes our ®J lead in the dummy and 
plays a spade to the jack. In with the ´A, how do we 
defend? 

We defend, as always, by counting. Declarer has 
12-14, so partner has 1-3. All the jacks are out so

this could be with the tQ, ´Q, tK, or the ´K. 

Thanks to the poor placing of our ™K, we only 
have two tricks in hand and need to find partner 
with two of his own if we want to beat the contract, 
but thanks to our counting, we have learnt that 
partner can only hold one high card. 

This may seem discouraging, but it is in fact the 
complete opposite. Since we know that partner 
lacks the high cards needed to defeat 4´, we must 
rely on something else. The only way to defeat 4´ is 
with a ruff and the only way to give partner a ruff is 
if he has king doubleton in diamonds. A diamond 
to his king and a diamond back to our ace will leave 
us in a perfect position to give him a ruff, but only 
if we are willing to underlead our tA. 

If we’re lucky, the full hand will look something 
like this: 

Some would say it was lucky to find partner with Kx 
in diamonds. I would say it was well deserved. r

Please remember if you wish to receive a 

diary with the August issue of English Bridge 

you will need to positively opt in and have 

enough magazine points. The deadline is 30 

June 2020. You can do this online through 

MyEBU, or by ringing 01296 317200, or by 

sending an email to karend@ebu.co.uk

DIARY REMINDER & DEADLINE

emailto:karend@ebu.co.uk
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t A J 3 2

t K 9 5 4

´  A K 10 9 6 5 2 
™  4 
t A Q 9 6
®  8

     ´   J ´  – 
     ™   Q J 9 8 7 3                      ™  6 5 2 
t 10 5   t K J 8
®  9 7 5 2 ®  K Q J 10 6 4 3 

´  Q 8 7 4 3 
™  A K 10 
t 7 4 3 2
®  A

N 
W      E 

S

Game All. Dealer South 
´  A K 10 9 6 5 2 
™  4 
t A Q 9 6
®  8

  

´  Q 8 7 4 3 
™  A K 10 
t 7 4 3 2
®  A

Clever play

Heather’s Hints by Heather Dhondy

click 

link

Playing pairs, South opens 1´ and West passes. 
What call do you make with the North cards?

         West        North     East       South 
1´ 

         Pass          4NT        Pass        5´ 
         Pass          5NT        Pass        6™ 
         Pass          6´           All Pass   

N 
W      E 

S

N 
W      E 

S

It is practical to start with Blackwood, and when 
partner shows the two missing aces, you can use 
5NT to ask for specific kings. Partner shows the 
cheapest king held. This can be very useful on hands 
such as these, where one king is of much greater use 
than either of the other two. When partner shows 
the king of hearts, you give up in six spades. 

The lead is the ™Q. What is your plan after 
drawing the trump? 

One diamond can be discarded from dummy on 
the ™K, and the contract seems to depend on the 
success of  the diamond finesse. However it can be 
guaranteed by ruffing the third heart, cashing the 
club and leading a diamond towards the AQ9 of 
diamonds. If West inserts the jack or ten, play the 
queen, otherwise play the nine. If East wins they will 
then be endplayed to return a diamond round into 
your tenace or concede a ruff and discard. 

This safety play guards against losing more than 
one trick in the suit regardless of how they are 
dividing, and since there is always going to be at 
least one loser in the suit there is no cost to playing 
it in this fashion. Therefore you should seek to play 
it this way whatever the form of scoring. 

Some safety plays will be at the potential expense 
of an overtrick and therefore you should bear that in 
mind when playing duplicate pairs where overtricks 
are of such importance. Consider this suit 
combination: 

This was the full deal: 

You can guarantee three tricks in the suit by 
cashing the ace and leading towards the K9x, 
inserting the nine if no one has discarded and no 
ten or queen has appeared. This guards against a 4-1 
(or 5-0) break against the hand sitting over the 
AJxx. It will, however, cost you an overtrick if the 
suit divides three-two with the queen onside, so you 
may well reject this safety play at pairs but would 
always take it playing teams or rubber bridge.

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/heather-dhondy
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 HEATHER’S HINTS 

DWhen looking at a safety play for your contract 

consider if it could cost you an overtrick when 

playing pairs. You might still want to take the 

safety play, even at pairs, if you think you have 

reached a game or slam that others will fail to 

find. 

DAfter using 4NT RKCB, it can be useful to play 

5NT as asking for specific kings rather than the 

number of kings. Remember that asking for 

kings always guarantees that the response to 

4NT confirmed all keycards were present. 

There is no point in asking for kings if you are 

missing a keycard since you are already driving 

the contract to the six level. This also means 

that the responder to 5NT is allowed to jump to 

a grand slam if they hold an unexpected source 

of tricks.              r

MEMBER SUSPENDED 
An EBU Disciplinary Committee recently 
considered charges that Dr Howard Leigh, in his 
capacity as a tournament director and scorer at 
the County Bridge Club, Leicester, made 
unwarranted changes to scoring data from club 
sessions over a period of more than six months 
before uploading the session data to the EBU. 
The changes took two forms: 

DAlteration of bridge scores to the benefit of 
his own session score; and 

DRemoval of his name from a number of 
particularly poor sessions, so that his partner 
was reported to the EBU as having played 
with an unnamed guest. 

The Laws and Ethics Committee referred the 
matter to the Disciplinary Committee to 
consider whether this was conduct or behaviour 
falling below the standards required of EBU 
members, and therefore misconduct amounting 
to an offence under paragraph 3.2 of the EBU 
Disciplinary Rules. 

Dr Leigh did not explicitly admit the offence 
in writing, but apologised in writing for his 
actions and the Disciplinary Committee was 
satisfied that his written response to the charges 
constituted an admission of guilt. 

The Committee imposed a sanction of 
suspension from player membership of the EBU 
for a period of two years. The period of 
suspension commenced on 12 May 2020. 

MEMBER BANNED FROM COMPETITIONS 

An EBU Disciplinary Committee recently 
considered charges that Mr Gad Chadha ran a 
betting ‘book’ in relation to an event, namely the 
2019 European Open Trial, in which he was 
himself playing. This was contrary to the 
Conditions of Contest for that event established 
by the EBU Selection Committee, and to general 
EBU regulations established by the EBU Laws & 
Ethics Committee. It also constituted a breach 
Rule 3.2(ii) of the EBU Disciplinary Rules, being 
a breach of the regulations laid down by the 
Board or any of its Standing or other 
Committees, or any Conditions of Contest or 
other tournament regulations. 

The defendant admitted the charges and 
submitted a plea in mitigation. The Committee 
imposed a sanction of a nine months’ ban from 
participation in EBU competitions. 

LICENSED BRIDGE
WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an ad vert  isement in 
the magazine, it means that: 

• The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and

received, a licence from the EBU. 

• They may choose to give Master Points in accordance

with EBU scales. 

• These Master Points will be accepted and added to 

player records. 

• The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations 

and bye-laws, thus affording all players the protection of 

playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU. 

All county events advertised have an EBU licence. 

NOTE: Members playing in events licensed by another 

National Bridge Organisation will not be able to have 

Master Points credited to their records save for events in 

Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New 

Zealand and Australia. The conversion of Green Points to 

Gold Points will only happen at English events, the BGB 

Gold Cup and Home Internationals.
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West            North        East        South 
1NT 2t ?

Last time we considered when opponents bid a 
natural 2™ or 2´ over our 1NT opener.  We 
now complete the picture. 

Weak No Trump Intervention

AAccooll  UUnnvveeiilleedd by Chris Jagger

click 

link

When the 2t overcall is natural we play normal 
Lebensohl, that is: 

Dble Take-out. We would do this lighter than over 
a major, as there are two suits to compete in 
at the two level. For example an 8-count with 
4·4·2·3 shape (both majors) would double.  

2™/´ To play. 

2NT Lebensohl, commanding 3®, which can be 
passed, or responder can continue with an 
invitational 3™ or 3´, or a game forcing 3t, 
denying a stop and having at least one major, 
or 3NT, denying a stop or a major.  

3® Forcing, with clubs. 

3t Showing a diamond stop and at least one 
major. 

3™/´ Natural and forcing. 

4t Both majors. 

In truth there is some redundancy in this, as 
many more balanced hands start with a double. 
The system is similar when they bid a natural 2® 
overcall (I think this is correct – how many years is 
it since anyone has overcalled a natural 2® against 
me?).  

If they overcall in 2® or 2t with an artificial 
meaning, then it depends on the meaning as to the 
system: 

If the bid specifically shows that suit (for 
example, 2t showing diamonds and a major), we 
treat it as being natural, and bid as above.  

If the bid shows one specified major (possibly 
with another unspecified suit, for example Asptro), 

then we bid as if they have overcalled in that major 
(see my previous article in the April issue).  

If the bid shows two specified suits neither of 
which is the suit bid, for example, 2® showing the 
majors, then bidding one of their suits is natural 
and to play at the two level. 2NT/3®/3t/3™ are 
transfer bids, at least invitational if a major. Note 
that this means that when responder transfers to a 
minor, opener will always complete the transfer (as 
responder may be weak), whereas when responder 
transfers to a major, opener can bid 3NT or 4 of the 
major, as responder is at least invitational. Double is 
showing values, with a subsequent double being a 
defensive take out (so it will not have a singleton). 

If the bid does not specify any suits (for example 
the multi-Landy style where 2t shows an overcall 
in either major), then we play the same as if it shows 
two specified suits.  

West            North        East        South 
1NT 2NT           ?

After a 2NT overcall showing the minors: 

3® This shows five spades and four plus hearts. 
Game-forcing unless it is 5-5 which is 
invitational. 

3t/™ Transfers, either weak, or game forcing. 
Opener completes the transfer on most 
hands, which can be passed.  

3´ 5-5 in the majors, game forcing. 4®/4t are
‘flags’ over this. That is, 4® shows a slam try 
in hearts, 4t is a slam try in spades. We have 
a general agreement in our system that 
whenever we show both majors at the 3´ 
level, the other hand can use such ‘flags’. 

4®/tSingle suited slam try with hearts/spades 
respectively. 

If they intervene at the three level, there is less you 
can do, but to increase the amount of hands that

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/chris-jagger
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can take part in the auction (and let’s face it, 
everyone likes to bid), we rotate the suits as follows:  

West            North        East        South 
1NT 3® ?

3t/™/´ = Hearts/Spades/Diamonds. The first two 
of these are either competitive hands or game 
forcing hands, so they simply ask partner to 
complete the transfer. The last bid is game 
forcing, and almost insists on partner 
bidding 3NT with a stop in their suit.

3™/´ = Spades/Hearts. As above, 3™ could be a 
weak hand with long spades or a game 
forcing hand with at least five spades, thus 
opener simply completes the transfer.  3´ is 
of course game forcing with hearts, as you 
have already gone past 3™. You would of 
course also like to be able to compete in 3™ 
over 3t, but sadly opponents have pre-
empted you so there is a limit to what you 
can do.  At least you can find the right major 
suit games, as well as being able to play in 3´.  

West            North        East        South 
1NT 3t ?

West            North        East        South 
1NT Dble           ?

West            North        East        South 
1NT Dble           Redble    Pass 
2® Dble

A number of years ago I wrote an article for English 
Bridge on whether you should stick in 1NT when it 
is doubled, or remove. That is a subject for another 
day, but whatever your view it is good to have some 
system to give you the option of pulling: 

2t/™/´ Natural to play, at least a five card suit. 

2® Clubs and a higher suit. The no trump bidder 
can pull to 2t asking responder to pass or 
bid his suit. If they double 2®, opener can 
redouble to show a suit of his own, asking his 
partner to bid 2t.  

Redble Transfer to 2®, with the suit, or with two 
suits without clubs. Then: 

Redble Diamonds and spades. 

2t Diamonds and hearts. 

2™ Majors. 

If they do not double 2®, then redouble is no 
longer available, and with diamonds and spades, 
responder must choose between passing 2® and 
hoping to show it later (which risks playing in 2® 
undoubled), or bidding 2t and opener is then not 
sure which major his partner has.  

For example, the following hand came up in the 
Bermuda Bowl. In fact my partner decided to stick 
1NT-Dbl, as it was the last board of a tight last set 
in the quarter finals, in which USA1 had got 
everything right against us, so it was not a good 
time to be playing for a safe score. Had he wanted to 
use the system, the auction would have been as 
follows: 

´ K 10 6 4 ´ J 9 7 3 
™ J 7 ™ A Q 8 5 
t A Q J 2 t 8 5 4
® Q J 10 ® 5 2

N 
W      E 

S

West            North        East        South 
1NT Dble           Redble    Pass 
2® Pass           2™          Pass 
2´

As it happens taking it out would have worked 
better. 1NT went two off when the clubs were 
splitting 7-1, while 2´ was going only one off, and 
was unlikely to be doubled.        r

Got it? Try the quiz on page 64

English Bridge apologises unreservedly for an 
error in the Margaret Curtis obituary published in 
the April 2020 issue. Margaret was born in 1933, 
not 1923 as written.
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SIMON COCHEMÉ’S SWIFTIE TROPHY

Many thanks to Prestat who sent our 
gold medallist a box of chocolates

With no match reports this issue we are 
delighted to have enjoyed a plethora of 
Swiftie nonsense sent in by email. A 

special mention for Kevin Sullivan, who sent in 26 
Swifties, with an adverb for each letter of the 
alphabet. A good read but, alas, none of them was 
about bridge. They can be seen on page 69. 

Our thanks to all those that took part. So, 
without further ado: 

HONOURABLE MENTION 
‘It was a splinter,’ he said shortly.  

‘But I bid the fourth suit,’ he said forcefully. 

‘You should have made your trumps separately,’ he 
said crossly.  

‘Why did you trump my winner,’ he said roughly. 

‘I’ve got 13 cards,’ he said handily. 

‘I was bidding to the level of the fit,’ he said 
supportively.  

‘My 2NT bid was Jacoby,’ he said fitfully. 

‘I always open third in hand, non-vulnerable,’ he 
said lightly.  

‘No bid,’ he said passively. 

‘I didn’t see the Stop card,’ he said quickly. 

‘I was 4-3-3-3,’ he said flatly. 

BRONZE MEDAL 
JOHN GIBBS: 
‘I was very balanced,’ he said even-handedly. 

ELISABETH BINGHAM: 
‘You should take up a different game,’ she said 
snappily. 

ROGER PRATT: 
‘Actually, it was me to bid first,’ he said ideally. 

ROBERT HILL: 
‘I wish people wouldn’t claim,’ he said playfully. 

PETER STURTON: 
‘Our score is better than yours,’ he said impishly. 

SUBTLETY AWARDS
TIM PRIOR: 
‘I shall take the finesse,’ said Pierre impassively. 

DAVID HARRIS: 
‘I don’t mind sitting North,’ he said 
compassionately.’ 
Should I have doubled or passed?’ he said dopily 

JERRY EMERY: 
‘I threw the wrong card,’ he said shyly. 

ROBERT ALSOP: 
‘King please,’ he said imperiously. 

HENRY COSGRAVE 
‘We used Blackwood and bid the slam,’ he said 
Easley. 

POINTED AWARDS
JOHN PORTWOOD: 
‘My partner has spades and diamonds,’ he said 
pointedly. 

MARTIN ELLISON: 
‘My hand was stacked with high cards,’ he said 
pointedly. 

HENRY COSGRAVE: 
‘Play that card,’ he said pointedly. 

    SILVER MEDAL 
DAVID HARRIS: 
‘I used to be a good player in the old days,’ he said 
whistfully.  
‘I’ve dealt us fifty-four cards,’ he said jokingly.  
‘It’s a bottom for you,’ he said cheekily. 

GOLD MEDAL 
ELISABETH BINGHAM: 
‘I’ve brought these boxes with me,’ she said 
forbiddingly.  

click 

link

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/simon-cocheme
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The automatic trick adjustment is to transfer one 
trick: the hand which revoked did not win the trick 
(Law 64A1 has a footnote ‘A trick won in dummy is 
not won by declarer for the purposes of this Law.’) 

If declarer had not revoked, he would make (at 
least) eight tricks, the same result as the automatic 
trick adjustment, so Law 64C1 does not apply. 
Result: eight tricks to declarer, 3NT-1. 

The opponents’ disclosure is poor and misleading.  

1® which includes any 16+ is not ‘Acol’ – if 

anything it is a ‘Polish Club’.  It would be good if the 

two-way 1® bid was mentioned in the GENERAL 

DESCRIPTION OF BIDDING METHODS section 

Ask Robin                         Compiled by Robin Barker

click 
 

link

Trouble at the table

Roger Eaton also asked: In October’s 
magazine you describe the seating 
arrangements to be used for movements. 

There is no indication of what to do with ¾ 
Howell Movements, in which (for example) three 
pairs are stationary but switch compass points.  
Should the stationary pair physically move or are 
the boards rotated? And which compass positions 
should be adopted?  Can a moving pair insist the 
stationary pair move on the basis they ‘find it 
confusing’?

Roger Eaton wrote: Playing in 3NT, declarer 

wins trick six with the ´A (the third trick 

for declarer), leaving the singleton king in 

dummy. The defence wins the next trick and leads 

a spade, won by the king, and declarer discards (a 

revoke). Declarer crosses to hand with the ™A and 

cashes three spades in hand and the tA, achieving 

nine tricks – having made five spade tricks from a 

4-2 holding. How should the result be adjusted?

The scoring programmes understand only three 
types of pairs movements: 

DTwo-winner movements where players are the 
same compass position throughout; 

D ‘Scrambled’ movements, where pairs in the NS 
group only play against pairs in the EW group, 
but sometimes there are arrow-switches; 

DAll other movements, where moving pairs meet 
other moving pairs. 

Steve Fieldhouse wrote: In a recent match our 
opponents stated that they were playing Acol. 
Since the front of their card said as much I 

did not look past the first page. 

On an early hand my LHO opened 1® which 
was alerted. On checking inside their card the 
whole of the first section detailing their one-level  
opening bids was completely blank! When asked, 
responder explained that it showed a 16+ hand or 
a hand with a club suit. When challenged that it 
was not on their card he was eventually able to 
point to the small print under ‘other aspects’. They 
insisted that their system was indeed Acol. 

The matter of the convention card aside, I am 
unclear as to whether their 1® method is allowed 
but perhaps it comes under section 7B1 (iv) of the 
Blue Book. Can you please clarify? 

The last type of movements can go by many 
names including ‘¾ Howells’ and ‘Hesitation 
Mitchells’ but in the October magazine, I was using 
‘Howell’ for any of these movements. 

Players should change seats when the movement 
requires, even if they play at the same table 
throughout, especially if the switch occurs in the 
middle of the session. 

A moving pair cannot insist that a stationary pair 
move; the director can instruct the stationary pair 
to move, but the director can also allow that the 
stationary pair retain their seats if they request to do 
so (and there is a good reason). 

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/robin-barker
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David Clark asked for a ruling in principle: 
These were the last five cards in 3NT 
where East was declarer: 

 

 

 

 

Declarer put his hand down on the table and 
stated that the ®A was a master on the table, the 
two spades were masters and the two hearts were 
masters. 

The opposition hesitated and declarer grabbed 
the South hand and spotted the ´Q and stated 
that he would have the ®A and the two hearts and 
concede the last two. 

It is my understanding that it is perfectly 
reasonable that declarer would play the ‘Masters’ 
as stated. The defence should have four tricks. 
South held ´Q ®K J 9 8. Law 79 seems to suggest 
this. 

Scores obtained should be retained where possible 
and credited to the correct pairs – this is always 
possible when there has been a failure to arrow-
switch.  This is implicit in a number of laws and 
explicit in EBU White Book §8.87.1. 

The scores should be entered in the Bridgemate 
(or other tabletop scoring device) with the declarer 
identified by the correct compass direction and 
then the pair numbers corrected in the scoring 
program. 

In EBUScore Pairs, the pair numbers can be 
corrected by typing A (for arrow-switch) in the 
score entry box. In ScoreBridge, you have to edit the 
pair numbers on the ‘traveller’: replacing 13 v 1 by 1 
v 13, for example.

A number of players have asked about 
scoring a session where two tables failed to 
arrow switch, which consequently affected 

four boards. Some wanted to scrap the evening or 
just the four boards, or make the affected players 
get the opponents’ result on the boards, or score 
the boards as 50-50. They wanted to know whether 
the scores should be altered and if so how, and 
where to find the relevant law for future reference. 

John Foster asked: With four cards to play 
everyone noticed that dummy only had three 
cards. It was determined that on trick eight 

dummy had taken two cards. I reinstated the card 
and told everyone to play on, basically saying 
everyone is responsible for ensuring dummy is 
correct? Was this the correct decision or could 
there be a case for damage?

Robin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief 
Tournament Director. If you have a question, 
please email him – robin@ebu.co.uk.

of the card, as well as being properly described in 
the OPENING BIDS section. 

But 1® is permitted by Blue Book 7B1.  7B1 (iv) 
allows a combination of (i), (ii) and (iii): ‘any 16+’ 
is permitted by 7B1 (ii); ‘clubs’ is permitted by 7B1 
(i) (a). 

´ 2 ´ J 9 
™ 2 ™ K Q 
t – t – 
® A 3 2 ® Q

N 
W      E 
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This is a matter for Law 70 not Law 79. When there 
is a claim and the opponent objects, play ceases and 
the director decides the outcome. 

In your case, the declarer did not really state a line 
of play, just named which cards would be winners. 
But the director would rule that cashing ®A and 
then playing a spade is a normal line of play which 
results in four of the last five tricks to the defenders. 

Declarer should not be handling opponents’ 
cards and certainly not grabbing them – the first is 
a procedural offence, the second is bad behaviour.  

Declarer's later statement that he will cash ®A 
and the two hearts is a 'line of play not embraced in 
the original statement' (Law 70D1) and will not be 
accepted by the director in ruling on the claim.

It is not true that everyone is responsible for 
dummy – dummy (the player) is primarily 
responsible for the cards in dummy – how they are 
displayed, how they are moved to the ‘played 
position’ and subsequently quitted. 

When dummy has quit too many cards, dummy 
may have subsequently revoked. Such a revoke is 
not subject to penalty, but equity should be restored 
(Law 64C1). Even if there has been no revoke, the 
defenders may have been damaged by not seeing a 
card which should have been visible in dummy. In 
practice, having corrected the defective trick, the 
director should allow play to continue and, at the 
end of the hand, decide on the outcome of the hand 
if there had been no defective trick.     r 
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    Hand 2 ´ 7 4 3 
™ Q 4 
t A Q 10 6 3 
® K 5 2 

´ A 10 8 5 2 ´ J 6 
™ K 8 5 ™ J 9 6 3 
t 8 t K 7 4 2 
® 9 7 4 3 ® J 8 6 

´ K Q 9 
™ A 10 7 2 
t J 9 5 
® A Q 10

    Hand 1 ´ A 5 3 
™ A 9 3 
t K 10 9 8 4 3 
® 7 

´ J 7 ´ Q 10 8 4 
™ K 10 8 7 4 ™ 5 2 
t J 7 5 t A 6 2  
® J 8 4 ® Q 9 5 2 

´ K 9 6 2 
™ Q J 6 
t Q  
® A K 10 6 3

N 
W      E 

S

winners if they divide 5-2. Your first decision comes 
at trick one. Which heart should you play from the 
dummy? Assuming that West’s ™7 lead is the 
‘fourth highest’, then West must also have the 
™K108, in which case you can win the first trick 
with dummy’s ™9 and, as a result, win three tricks 
in hearts. It is worth noting that playing low from 
the dummy and winning with the ™J will restrict 
you to just two winners if East leads a second round 
of hearts. 

Having won the first trick with the ™9, you can 
now ensure that you have sufficient dummy entries 
by leading the tK from the dummy. If East wins 
the tA and leads a second heart, then West does 
best to duck her ™K, but you can now cross to the 
´A, and lead the t10, not minding which 
opponent wins the tJ, since you still have the ™A to 
act as an entry to dummy’s established diamonds.  

establish diamonds without allowing West to gain 
the lead and cash as many as four spade tricks. 

If you win the first trick, then your remaining 
spade holding will be vulnerable to attack by East, 
but if you duck the first trick and East continues 
spades then West will be able to establish her spades 
immediately. It can be tough to know when to win 
and when to duck in these situations, but the 
solution often lies in assessing which opponent will 
gain the lead (if you have to lose a trick). When you 
play on diamonds, you should plan to finesse by 
leading the t9 (or tJ), and will only lose the lead if 
East has the tK. 

You should therefore play the ´9 at trick one. East 
can return the ´6, but whether West wins or ducks, 
it will now be safe to lose the lead to East. If West 
started with four spades, then East will still be able 
to return a spade (if West ducks the ´A at trick 
two), but then the defenders will only be able to win 
three spades and one diamond before you regain 
the lead. 

Heffalump Traps                      by David Bakhshi

3NT. West leads the ´5, and East plays the ´J.  
You have five top tricks, and can make at least three 
extra tricks in diamonds, and at least one more trick 
in spades. What pitfalls should you plan to guard 
against?  

East’s play of the ´J suggests that West has the 
´A10. If she has five spades, then there is a risk that 
she will win four spade tricks, so you should aim to 

3NT. West leads the ™7. 

You have five top tricks, and several options for 
extra tricks, with diamonds offering the best 
prospects. However, there is a potential issue 
dealing with entries to the dummy, as well as the 
danger that the defenders can establish three heart 

Answers from 
page 8 click 

 
link
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    Hand 4 
 

´ K 10 8 
™ 10 8 6 5 3 
t K J 
® K J 6 

´ Q 2 ´ 6 5 
™ 9 2 ™ A K Q 4 
t 9 8 6 4 2 t 10 7 3 
® 9 7 5 2 ® A 10 8 3 

´ A J 9 7 4 3 
™ J 7 
t A Q 5 
® Q 4

    Hand 3 ´ A K Q 
™ 5 
t A Q 8 4 
® A 7 5 3 2 

´ 5 ´ J 6 4 2 
™ K 10 8 7 3 ™ Q 9 2 
t 9 7 2 t K 10 6 5 3 
® K Q 10 9 ® 6 

´ 10 9 8 7 3 
™ A J 6 4 
t J 
® J 8 4

N 
W      E 

S
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4´. West leads the ®K.  

While it is likely that 4´ will be the contract at the 
other table, it is possible that making your game will 
lead to a positive swing. 

You have six top tricks, and will have two extra 
tricks in spades if the ´J falls in three rounds. There 
are also options in both of the minor suits, as well as 

the possibility of trumping hearts in the short 
trump hand. However, this will require you to 
trump with the ´AKQ, so will it actually result in 
extra tricks? 

Appreciating the quality of the spades in your 
own hand, you could plan to trump three times in 
the dummy, and still expect to win four spade tricks 
in your hand. Making seven trump tricks plus your 
three outside aces would give you the 10 winners 
that you require without needing to rely on any 
other favourable splits. 

Following this plan, you can win the ®A, then 
lead the ™5 to the ™A and trump the ™4 with the 
´Q. You now play dummy’s tA and trump the t4 
with the ´3, then trump your ™6 with the ´K. 
Dummy’s t8 is trumped with the ´7, and as long as 
West does not overtrump, your target is now in 
sight. You trump the ™J with the ´A, and your 
´1098 are guaranteed to produce two more 
winners, allowing you to make your game, having 
lost just two club tricks and the ´J.

4´ after East opens 1NT (12-14). West leads the 
™9, and East wins the ™Q, then plays the ™K 
followed by the ™4.  

You have done well to get to 4´ after East opened 
1NT, so this may be an opportunity to score well.  

Having lost the first two tricks, and with an 
inescapable loser in clubs, you need to avoid losing 
a trick to the ´Q, so the success of your contract 
hinges on your decision at this trick. Should you 

play East for the ´Q, and trump with the ´9, or 
should you play West for the ´Q and trump with 
the ´A? 

On the surface, this may seem like a guess, and 
you may be inclined to play East for the ´Q given 
that East is known to have 12-14 points. However, 
this is a classic case of counting the missing points, 
and then applying your powers of inference and 
deduction to locate the missing ´Q. 

You have 25 points between you, and are 
therefore missing just 15 points, with East known to 
hold 12-14 of these points. West’s lead of the ™9 
marked East with the ™AKQ, so now only six more 
points need to be accounted for, and East can only 
have 3-5 of those points. East must therefore hold 
the ®A and, as a result, cannot also have the ´Q. 

You should therefore trump the ™4 with the ´A, 
then lead the ´9 (or ´J). When West follows with 
the ´2, you play the ´8 from the dummy, followed 
by the ´3 to the ´Q and the ´K. You can now force 
out East’s ®A and make your game following your 
brilliant piece of deductive reasoning!                   r
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With auspicious timing, a team 
from Great Ormond Street 
Hospital and University College 
London has started research into 
bacteria present on playing cards. 

Led by Doctor Elaine 
Cloutman-Green, the team is 
working with Northfield Bridge 
Club to understand how many 
bacteria are present on card 
decks when used at the club. In 
laboratories bacteria and viruses 
are known to survive on surfaces 
like paper used for making 
playing cards for hours or days. 
Work has been undertaken 
examining the numbers and 
type of bacteria present on card 
decks that have been used, 
decks that haven’t been used, 
bidding boxes and controls.  

Once the work is complete it 
will give guidance on how frequently decks should 
be replaced and what other behaviours should be 
undertaken – such as frequent hand hygiene – to 

reduce the risk of 
transmitting infection. 

A paper on the findings 
will be published and 
available to other 
interested bridge clubs. 
Doctor Cloutman-Green 
will also be giving a talk at 
the bridge club on the 
results and will answer 
questions once the findings 
have been finalised. 

Although started before 
the present crisis, in view of 
the current situation many 
bridge clubs may be 
interested in the findings. 
While the investigation is still 
not complete, due to 
Covid19, any bridge club 

interested should contact Melanie Boynton of 
Northfield Bridge Club, Birmingham to register 
interest: melboynton8@netscape.net

TRACING BACTERIA ON PLAYING CARDS
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TAMING THE ROBOTS
Of all the deals sent in over 

the last few weeks, this one 

takes the biscuit. Why, oh why, 

did Advanced?? Robot A, 

sitting North, choose to bid 

after partner’s double? West’s 

2NT bid was alerted as 5+ 

clubs and 5+ diamonds. East’s 

3t was alerted as preference. 

They had nowhere to run, but 

North chose to bid 4™, which 

was three down vulnerable.  

Was North protecting his 

species? Robots in league?
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Cornell. Ashley Bach’s 2® was forcing (inverted minors). 
Nabil Edgtton might have rebid 2™, showing his lowest 
stopper, but preferred to define his hand type with 2NT. 
West subsequently showed two keycards and the ®Q in 
response to RKCB. What would you lead from the North 
hand against 6NT? 

You should lead a diamond, following the rule of ‘leading 
4th best from your longest and strongest suit.’ The slam 
would then go four down. Not one of my better humorous 
efforts, I will agree. Geo Tislevoll chose to lead the ´9 and 
the slam was made. He should surely have led one of the red 
suits, because West’s 4´ showed his lowest side-suit ace or 
king.  

6® and 6NT are cold if played by East. It was unfortunate 
here that West’s first two bids laid claim to both such slams. 
Not that unfortunate, of course, since they eventually 
collected 12 IMPs against 5® at the other table.  

Awards: 6NT (E) (10), 6® (E) (9), 6NT/6® (W) (6),  
games (5).

1. N/S Game. Dealer South

Beat Today’s Experts 
click 

 
link

2. E/W Game. Dealer East three top losers, they reach the five-level. Who was to 
blame? West’s Jacoby 2NT was forcing to game and East’s 
3t showed a shortage. West’s 3™ showed a heart control 
and some would say that East’s 3´ then denied the ability to 
make a control-bid in clubs.  

I have no idea why West thought he had enough to bid 
RKCB. East’s singleton diamond was not good news, and his 
own hand was relatively minimum. East’s 5´ showed two 
key cards and the ´Q (since he knew there were at least 10 
spades between the hands).  

I like to see justice done at the bridge table (except when 
I make a mistake myself), so I was happy to see Terje Lie’s 
tA opening lead. With no future in diamonds, North’s t2 
was suit preference for clubs. Lie duly switched to the ®2 
and the defenders took two tricks in the suit. That was one 
down and 12 IMPs against the sensible 4´ bid by their 
teammates. 

Awards: 4´ (10), 5´ (3), partscores (2).                                           

by David Bird
ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 14

With only 24 points between the hands and 

                        ´   9 8 4 3           
                        ™   9 6 4 3            
                        t   10 7 5 3        
       ®  9 
  ´  A 10 6 5                             ´  K Q 2    
  ™ Q 10 8                               ™ A K 
  t 9 4                                     t K 8 
  ® A Q 7 3                              ® K 10 8 6 5 2 
                         ´   J 7                  
                        ™   J 7 5 2             
                        t   A Q J 6 2       
       ®  J 4 

West            North          East          South 
Edgtton          Tislevoll         Bach           Lie   
                                                        Pass 
1®                Pass             2®A           Pass 
2NT              Pass             4®            Pass 
4´                Pass             4NT          Pass 
5´                Pass             6NT          All Pass  

N 
W      E 

S

                        ´   4                    
                        ™   Q 9 4 3 2         
                        t   8 6 2             
       ®  A J 9 5 
  ´  K Q 10 3                        ´  A J 9 7 5 2 
  ™ K                                    ™  A J 10 6 
  t K 10 9 7 5 3                   t  J 
  ® Q 4                                ®  8 3 
                         ´   8 6                 
                        ™   8 7 5               
                        t   A Q 4            
       ®  K 10 7 6 2 

West             North       East        South 
Edgtton           Tislevoll       Bach         Lie   
                                     1´           Pass 
2NTA             Pass          3tA         Pass 
3™                Pass          3´           Pass 
4NT              Pass          5´           All Pass  

N 
W      E 

S

Cont/. . .

Our deals come from the final of the Gold 
Coast Congress teams, with Ware facing 

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/david-bird
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3. Game All. Dealer West

It was a sub-par grand slam, requiring some luck in both 
major suits. Yes, yes, hearts were 3-2 and the ´Q was 
onside. If they expect 10 points in this quiz, think again. 

                         West                              East 
                          Edgtton                              Bach   
                        1™                                  1´ 
                        2NT                                3™ 
                        3´                                  4NT 
                        5™                                  5NT 
                        7´                                  7NT 
                        All Pass                            

The 3´ bid was unwise, when a heart fit had already been 
found, and there was confusion as to which suit had been 
agreed. West’s 5™ suggests he thought that spades were 
agreed. Whichever suit East thought was agreed, he should 
know that an important card was missing. He had no right 
to continue to look for a grand slam with his 5NT.  

Both auctions were unimpressive. I will rely on your 
good judgment to decide which one was worse. 

Awards:  6  ́(10), 6™ (8), 7  ́(5), 7NT/7™ (4), games (2).

4. Game All. Dealer West David Wiltshire’s rare rebid of 2´ was justified on those 
West cards. What do you make of Max Henbest’s 4® 
splinter bid? It showed good appreciation of his values, but 
it set the wrong suit as trumps. Had he bid 3t or 4t, he 
could have shown his club control later. Two rounds of 
hearts, forcing the West hand to ruff, might defeat 6´ if 
trumps broke 4-1.   

At the other table, North entered the bidding – 
vulnerable opposite a non-passed partner:  

             West           North          East              South 
              Whibley        Jacob             Brown            Ware   
             1t               1NTA            3t                Dble 
             Pass             3™                Pass              Pass 
             4™               Pass              4´                Pass 
             5®              Pass              5t                All Pass  

Jacob’s 1NT was 15-18 natural, or a weak 1-suiter or 2-
suiter. As it went, Matthew Brown did excellently to show 
his spade control. Michael Whibley then had plenty to bid 
6t, don’t you think? 

Awards: 6t (10), 6´ (8), games (4).                                               

                        ´   7 4                 
                        ™   J 9 8 3             
                        t   6                   
       ®  10 8 7 5 4 2 
  ´  A Q J 10                             ´  K 6 3 2    
  ™ 6                                        ™ Q 10 5 4 
  t A K J 10 3                           t 9 8 7 5 4 
  ® A 9 3                                  ® – 
                         ´   9 8 5              
                        ™   A K 7 2            
                        t   Q 2               
       ®  K Q J 6 

 
 

West       North        East               South 
Wiltshire   Bach            Henbest           Edgtton   
1t           Pass            1™                 Pass 
2´           Pass            4®                 Pass 
4NT        Pass            5®                 Pass 
6´           All Pass        

N 
W      E 

S

Michael Ware’s 4® was a sensible control-
bid, showing the ace or king of clubs. He 
signed off in 4™, and Nick Jacob then 
indicated a spade control. When East 
showed two heart key-cards and the ™Q, 
West might have bid 6® (or 6t) as a grand-
slam try. His actual 5NT, asking for kings, 
forced him to bid 7™ when partner showed 
the ´K. 

  ´  J 4 3                              ´  A K 10 9 2 
  ™ A K 6 5 2                       ™  Q 10 4 
  t K 5                                t  A Q 
  ® A K 3                             ®  10 6 2

 
W      E 

West                            East 
Ware                               Jacob   
1™                                1´ 
2NT                             3™ 
4®                               4t 
4™                                4´ 
4NT                             5´ 
5NT                             6´ 
7™                                All Pass  
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5. E/W Game. Dealer East

With three boards of the final remaining, Ware led by 30 
IMPs. Cornell then picked up 13, 15 and 14 IMPs to win by 
12. Let’s see two of the three last boards.  

6´ was a terrible slam, requiring the tA to be onside, 
and no losers in the club suit.  Jacob had little justification 
for his leap to 6®. It was unlikely that clubs would be a 
better trump suit than spades, and his hand was simply not 
strong enough to bid a slam.  

Brown cashed the tA and switched to the ™10. Declarer 
won with the ace and played all his trumps. No heart-club 
squeeze materialised because declarer had only 10 tricks to 
start with. He went two down, for 13 IMPs away against 4´ 
at the other table. 

Awards:  4´ (10), 5® (6), 5´ (5), 6´/6® (2).

6. Love All. Dealer South Clubs were agreed, and West’s 5® then showed one key 
card. Henbest’s team was 2 IMPs in the lead and he had 
only to bid 6® to win the final. No, he bid 5t. Whatever 
this meant (®Q ask or side-suit king ask), it invited a 
grand slam.  West was fully entitled to raise 6® to 7®.  

A Lightner double from South, followed by a heart lead, 
meant one down. It was 14 IMPs away, against 6®+1 at the 
other table, and the match was lost. 

Awards:  6® (10), 6t (7), games (4), 7® (2), 7t (1).

Our Australian experts collect 25/60, after a woeful 
exhibition of slam bidding. This was the final of a well-
respected international event, which illustrates how 
difficult slam bidding can be. If you can manage to avoid 
the sort of mistakes made on these six deals, you will fare 
well at whatever level you play. 

TIPS TO REMEMBER 
D It can be important to play contracts the right way 

round. Bear this in mind when you have a choice of 
bids at any stage.  

D Avoid auctions that ‘agree two suits’. They are fraught 
with the danger of a misunderstanding.  

D Any king-ask or trump-queen-ask that carries the 
bidding past five of the trump suit tells partner that 
all key cards are present (or will be if he has the 
trump queen). Do not make such bids when you 
know you are missing a key card.                              r

                        ´   6                    
                        ™   K J 9 4 3 2       
                        t   Q 10 7          
       ®  Q J 4 
  ´  A 10 7                               ´  K Q J 8 4 2 
  ™ A Q 7                                ™  8 
  t K 4 2                                 t  9 5 
  ® K 8 7 3                              ®  A 10 6 2 
                         ´   9 5 3              
                        ™   10 6 5 
                        t   A J 8 6 3        
       ®  9 5 

West        North      East             South 
Ware         Whibley     Jacob             Brown   
                                1´                Pass 
2®            2™            2´                3™ 
4™            Pass          6®               Pass 
6´            All Pass      

N 
W      E 

S

                        ´   Q 10 8 4 2      
                        ™   10 7 3             
                        t   J 9                 
       ®  J 10 5 
  ´  5                                       ´  A 7 3 
  ™ 5                                       ™  K Q J 4 
  t A K Q 6 4 3                       t  8 5 
  ® Q 8 6 4 3                          ®  A K 9 2 
                         ´   K J 9 6            
                        ™   A 9 8 6 2 
                        t   10 7 2           
       ®  7 

West        North      East             South 
Wiltshire    Bach          Henbest         Edgtton   
                                                   Pass 
1t            Pass          1™                Pass 
2®            Pass          2´                Pass 
3t            Pass          4®               Pass 
4t            Pass          4™                Pass 
4´            Pass          4NT             Pass 
5®            Pass          5t               Pass 
5´            Pass          6®               Pass 
7®            Pass          Pass              Dble 
All Pass      

N 
W      E 

S
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Again, partner clearly has their ‘usual rubber bridge 
hand’ so we can forget about getting any help from 
her. Our job then is to determine the best way to 
beat the contract on our own. I think this is a 
horrible problem with four very unattractive suits 
to lead from, and the marking reflects how close I 
think it is. 

(a) ´2: 10 marks. This is what Rodwell led at the 
table. I am not going to say a multi-world 
champion’s lead is wrong, but might this not end 
up picking up the spade suit if partner has the 
jack for instance? On the other hand, you will 
probably be triple squeezed then … 

(b) ™K: 9 marks. This sets up a trick for sure. If 
declarer has to give you a diamond trick, which 
seems pretty likely, then you have the contract 
beaten. On the other hand, it seems to fly against 
all the principles of defending against 6NT – 

Answers to April’s Problems click 
 

link

don’t give anything away! Certainly, it is easy to 
construct hands where a heart is the only lead to 
let the contract through. Here it was the only lead 
to beat it. Declarer had to give you a diamond 
trick in order to make 12 tricks and then had 
three spades, one heart, four diamonds and four 
clubs. While the heart lead allowed declarer to set 
up two heart tricks, that was not enough for the 
contract and when you won your diamond trick 
you had the ™Q to cash as the setting trick 

(c) t4: 1 mark. Do I really need to tell you why it is 
not a good idea to lead from K10xx in dummy’s 
suit at 6NT?     

(d) ®9: 6 marks. This could pick up partner’s stray 
jack if they started with (say) Jxxx. 

Pairs Bonus: ´2: 5 marks. I just lean towards the 
spade again at Pairs, but can also understand the 
™K for the same reasons as above.

by Alan Mould

This issue, problem one was sent to me by 
Malcolm Pryor, one of my teammates in the 
Seniors in Wuhan in September. The hand 

was actually held by no less a player than the great 
Eric Rodwell in the final of the inaugural Soloway 
Memorial teams event. Problems two and three 
come from rubber bridge and were given to me by 
multi-international and great rubber bridge player, 
Gunnar Hallberg.

Choose from: (a) ´2; (b) ™K; (c) t4; (d) ®9

  Hand 1 
 ´   10 6 5 2 
 ™   K Q 2 
 t   K 10 7 4 
 ®   9 2 

         South       West       North    East 
         1®            Pass         1t         Pass 
         2NT          Pass         4NT       Pass 
         6NT          All Pass

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™2; (c) t7; (d) ®2

  Hand 2 
 ´   6 5 3 
 ™   A 10 5 2 
 t   7 4 
 ®   A Q 5 2 

You have two decent leads here. Which is best? I 
think it is close and the marking reflects that. 

(a) a spade: 7 marks. Safe(ish) but not fully safe 
(imagine partner with, say, Qxx), but is it going to 
achieve anything? The suits look to be breaking 
reasonably for declarer and so left to her own 
devices nine tricks will probably emerge. 

(b) ™2: 9 marks. Dummy has shown no interest in 
the majors and we have four of them, so why not 

         South       West       North    East 
         1NT1         Pass         3NT       All Pass 
1 15-17

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/alan-mould
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lead them. Regular readers will know I am a big 
fan of fourth highest leads. 

(c) t7: 3 marks. I cannot see what this is trying to 
achieve.  

(d) ®2: 10 marks. This is (a) what Gunner led at the 
table and (b) what worked . In teams play a 
good question to ask is ‘What is the least I need 
from partner to beat the hand’. Here you need 
partner to have the ®K and enough to run the 
suit or an entry and enough clubs to run the suit 
having given up one. This is less than any other 
shot needs. But you will be leading round to the 
king most of the time I hear you say, and you are 
right. And you were right this time. But declarer 
had Kxx opposite Jxx in clubs and partner had an 
entry. A club was the only lead to beat the hand. 

Pairs Bonus: a spade: 5 marks. I think a club is too 
dangerous at Pairs and I would go for the most 
passive lead, trying to preserve my tricks. So I 
would lead a spade with my second choice a 
heart. So another contract let through .  

The opposition are close to the values for a slam if 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:  

Master:   Peter Dawes                                              Open:   Keith Sharp 
              Winscombe                                                             Malmesbury

Sponsored by

(a) ´J: 7 marks. The ‘book’ lead. But think about 
what it needs. Either the spades must run, so 
partner will probably need AQx with Kx in 
dummy or better or the spades set up with one lead 
and partner has an entry fast enough to get at our 
spades in time. How likely is that? 

(b)  ´5: 5 marks. This is worse as if the king is in 
dummy, for example, it will give declarer a chance 
to duck the lead to partner.  

(c)  ™8: 3 marks. If the auction had gone 1NT, 2NT, 
3NT there would be quite a case for this lead since 
partner is marked with a lot of values (say about 
10-12 HCP). But again, listen to the auction. The 
opposition are trying for a slam. They have plenty 
of values. For this to beat the hand it requires 
either partner's hearts to run or to be set up 
immediately with partner having a later entry. 
How likely is that? The least partner needs to beat 
this hand is:  

(d) t3: 10 marks. This hand is very similar to the 
previous one. What is the least partner needs to 
beat the hand? The answer is enough diamonds to 
run the suit. In this case partner had tAxxxx and 
no other high cards at all, and the opposition had 
Jx opposite Qx – unlucky! This is less than you 
need by leading a spade. And yes, it is what 
Gunnar led – I suggest you stay away from him at 
rubber bridge. 

Pairs Bonus: ´J: 5 marks. I would definitely lead 
the ´J at Pairs. You are not likely to beat this hand 
and it will be about not blowing overtricks. Plus, 
the ´J is what the field will lead for sure, so you 
should ensure an average score at least by leading 
what the field does.                                                r

Choose from: (a) ´J; (b) ´5; (c) ™8; (d) t3

  Hand 3 
 ´   J 10 8 5 2 
 ™   8 7 
 t   K 8 5 3 
 ®   6 4 

         South       West       North    East 
         1NT1         Pass         3®2        Pass 
         3NT          All Pass 
1 15-17. 2 Natural, slam try.

 
Why not take advantage of Alan’s expertise? 
Email  lou@ebu.co.uk with suitable problems.

SEND IN YOUR LEAD CONUNDRUMS

we believe their bidding, so how are we going to beat 
this hand? 
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W N E S         

1® 1t 
1´ Pass 2® Pass 
Pass 2t 2™ Pass 
? 
 
 

3®.   It sounds like partner has only four hearts but 
at least five clubs, quite possibly six because with a 
less shapely hand partner might have passed over 
2t. A 6-2 club fit will definitely play better than a 
4-3 heart fit and a 5-2 club fit may do so. 

  

W N E S         
1™ Pass 

? 

 

1NT. Although your hand is unbalanced and you 
have only one suit stopped, there is no good 
alternative. You normally need nine HCP to 
respond 2®. If the bidding continues, you will bid 
3® next time, showing a long club suit in a hand too 
weak for an initial 2® response. 

W N E S         
1™ Pass     

? 

2t. You have a decent hand with two suits worth 
showing. You start by bidding your longest suit. If 
you get the chance to rebid 2´ and then 3´, you will 
be able to complete the description of being 5-6 in 
the two suits.              r

Hand 5 
´ 6 5 4 
™ 8 
t J 6  
® K Q 10 9 8 7 5

 
W N E S         

1´ Pass Pass 
? 

 

 
 

1NT. In the protective position, bids are weaker 
than they would be in second seat. You know the 
hand on your right is very weak, which marks 
partner with some values. While a 1NT overcall in 
second seat is like a strong no trump, a reopening 
1NT is like a weak 1NT – about three points weaker, 
but still with a spade stop. 

  
 
 
W N E S         
Pass Pass 1´ Pass 
? 

 
 

3™. Since you passed as dealer, a jump shift cannot 
be showing a strong hand. Instead it says you like 
both the suit you bid and the suit partner opened 
(normally at least five cards in your suit and four in 
partner's suit) – if you did not like partner's suit as 
well, you would bid your own suit without jumping.     

 

W N E S         
4™ 4´ 

? 
 
 

Dble.  Partner's pre-empt has forced the opponents 
to bid at a high level. With two possible trump 
tricks, a good chance of two tricks in the minors 
and a realistic chance that partner holds the ™A, 
you do not expect 4´ to make. 

Answers to Questions on Page 8

Club Bidding Quiz                  by Julian Pottage

click 
 

link

Hand 1 
´ A Q 8 
™ Q 10 4 2 
t J 10 7 
® Q J 3

Hand 2 
´ Q 10 5 3 
™ A K 8 5 3 
t 10 7 
® 9 8

Hand 3 
´ J 9 7 4 2 
™ J 
t K Q J 7 
® A 10 4

Hand 4 
´ J 10 8 4 3 
™ J 3 2 
t J 6 4 
® A 3

Hand 6 
´ A Q 10 5 4 
™ – 
t Q J 10 9 6 2 
® K 3

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/julian-pottage


ACROSS 
1 Gather plaudits and make another assessment (10)  
9 Dryer has no time to start celebration (4) 
10 First clue really offers potential — short cut required. (4) 
11 Norma, for instance, works classically (5)  
13 Leads diamonds out, having taken time to arrange a clever 

way to gain the advantage (5) 
14 Race into toilet — wherein one takes one’s chances (5) 
15 Three players in the row sat out in narrow passage (6) 
19 Oppose South in another attempt to pass the examination 

sister failed (6) 
21 Controls what’s in the Red Book (5)  
23 Grand slam champion left with nothing to say in his native 

tongue beforehand (5) 
24 Enormous total (5) 
25 German game and a lot of fish (4) 
26 At what time were three players holding hearts? (4)  
27 Glared nastily crossing past president (10, two words) 
 
DOWN 
1 I will be included in lists for frolics (8) 
2 Blanch in pursuit of heartbreak? San Francisco’s 

renowned for it (10) 
3 Flower festival hasn’t started (5) 
4 Well-liked but heartless part of London (6) 
5 Not against a bit of feasting and dance (4) 
6 From side to side, the French got lost in American sport (6) 
7 Annoyed, I think highly of… (5)  
8 … Sibyl, for example, dressed in very alternative clothing 

(10) 
12 On bridge, two things the skipper’s probably aiming for 

with one club? (8) 
16 Silence! Or team will go to pieces (6) 
17 Stressed under Jack’s editorship (6) 
18 Composer of regal disposition (5) 
20 State bid, a hopeful takeout (5)  
22 Otis Redding gave us what he had and had little  

money left at the end (4)

Send your new entries for the cartoon above to 

lou@ebu.co.uk by 29th June, or post to Editor, 

Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD. 

Congratulations to Donald Sharpe for my 

favourite, wonderfully simple, caption from the 

last issue shown below the cartoon. Other close 

contenders were John Dootson’s ‘Kitchen Bridge, 

usual result, one down’; Chris Bryant’s  ‘Once 

again, his jump response was poorly judged’; and 

Helen Kinloch’s ‘Rats! I slipped up there and she 

just cleaned up’. 

Prestat donates a box of its very superior 

chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured 

boxes, and the scrumptious contents, are the 

epitome of good taste – in all the best ways!

CAPTION  
COMPETITION

Slam dunk

CROSSWORD NO 27

Compiled by MERMAN             Answers online, p70

1

9 10

12

17

23

24

25 26

27

21 22

1918 20

15

13

16

14

11

3 52 4 6 7 8
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ONLINE CHEATING? 
The EBU is making 
arrangements with BBO for 
online tournaments to count 
towards Masterpoints and the 
NGS. It seems to me that this is a 
very bad idea. BBO is wide open 
to cheating – there is no way to 
prevent or detect underhand 
communications between 
partners – they could be using 
any number of means of 
communication to pass 
unauthorised information; they 
could even be in the same room 
talking to each other. Some may 
say EBU members wouldn't do 
something like that; I think that's 
naive. Please reconsider the plan. 

Dave Korman 

Some members are concerned at 
the possibility of cheating when 
playing online. This possibility 
does exist in all online games (as 
in face-to-face games), but there 
are a number of things that can be 
done to minimise the risk. 

The ACBL have successfully 
been running online games with 
masterpoints for many years, and 
their experience is that the scope 
for underhand behaviour is 
severely limited by having strict 
time limits per round, having a 
live TD on-site, and having a 
record logged of all bids, plays and 
exactly who took how long for 
each action. 

We also note that these online 
results are linked to the players’ 
real offline presences too – they 
aren’t just anonymous statistics, 
but are people playing in the same

games as others who they may 
know in real life. So while it might 
be possible for someone to do 
something underhand on a one-
off basis (as they could in a club, 
with an accomplice), it’s unlikely 
that they could repeat it many 
times without their actions 
seeming strange enough that we 
would challenge them about it 
and indeed this is what we do. 

Let us be clear: cheating is 
cheating whether online or in a 
face-to-face game, and it will be 
subject to the same disciplinary 
processes, the same sanctions and 
the same possibility of being 
named publicly if convicted. 

Gordon Rainsford 
EBU CEO and  

Chief Tournament Director 

NATURIST BRIDGE CONGRESS 
I would have thought, given the 
vagaries of the English climate, 
blue points would be more 
appropriate for the EBU/ENA 
meeting.                        Tim Prior 

On April 1st 2006 Paddy Power 
announced a World Record Strip 
Poker attempt. They got so many 
entries to this April Fools 
announcement that they went 
ahead and held a strip poker 
tournament in London in 
August 2006, reaching their limit 
of 200 players. I presume the 
EBU realise that under the 
Advertising Standards Agency 
rules that adverts in the 
magazine must be accurate, the 
EBU will be required to organise 
the advertised No Suits Bridge

Congress. The announcement of 

this congress comes at an 

appropriate time as, with live 

bridge being closed down, many 

EBU members will be preparing 

for this tournament by being 

naked while playing online 

bridge.  

There is a minor error in the 

announcement – there is no 

English Naturist Association; I 

presume that the event is run in 

conjunction with British 

Naturism, the UK national 

naturist organisation.  

Brian Johnson 
EBU and BN member 

MASTER POINTS 
In view of the coronavirus 
situation, would it be possible to 
credit my master points account 
with 80% of expected 
furloughed green points? 

Mike Orriel 

A PAUL JONES 
In Somerset we seem to play ‘a 
Paul Jones’ teams event when 
each player plays with each 
member of their team. Gordon 
Rainsford had never heard the 
term, and calls it a ‘pivot teams’. 
Is there any history, apart from 
being oooh arrr, for why we use 
the term Paul Jones?                 Ed 

A Paul Jones is a dance which 

involves changing partners. I have 

always assumed that is the reason 

for its name. I believe it is unique 

to Somerset.                   Tony Russ 

           Chairman, Somerset CBA

Send your letters to the editor, Lou Hobhouse 
Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk 

The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the 
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR

Cont/. . .



Jessie learnt bridge through her husband Hubert and became a Grand Master, 
winning all the Welsh trophies many times and the English National Womens 
Pairs. She frequently represented Wales, but also Great Britain in a mixed teams 
event, playing with John Salisbury and achieving a bronze medal. 

Jessie contributed to the game of bridge in many ways. She ran the nine-day 
Llandudno Congress which attracted around 400 players back in the day, and 
started a bridge congress on the Isle of Man, recognising that bridge players like 
a holiday by the sea. Many saw this as the advent of bridge holidays. 

Jessie became Secretary to the British Bridge League, a post she held for many 
years, and later its first female president. She also had a stint representing 
Britain at EBL meetings. 

She and Hubert moved to Worcester in 1990 where she became a stalwart of 
the local bridge community. She participated regularly in county events, 
winning the Worcestershire Rubber Bridge event in 2017, aged 95.
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ACOL V 5 CARD MAJORS 
In the April Letters Mr Zaborszky 
writes eloquently about some of 
the advantages of 5CM. Having 
had the good fortune and 
pleasure to have partnered Mr 
Zaborszky over the past few 
years, playing 5CM for the first 
time after having played Acol for 
the previous forty years, I 
certainly support his view that for 
every hand demonstrating the 
advantages of Acol there is an 
equivalent hand better suited to 
5CM. That said, I still maintain 
that there are two areas where 
Acol wins: bidding a minor suit 

slam, where 5CM inhibits the 
identification of a minor suit fit,  
and the pre-emptive value of the 
weak 1NT where, in my 
experience, it gains more often 
than it damages.     Stephen King 

Decisions about whether or not 
to play Acol or 5CM with a weak 
or strong 1NT are not mutually 
exclusive. With most partners I 
play 5CM with a weak 1NT. 
Indeed with three partners I play 
the mini no trump (10-13) when 
not vulnerable.       Mike Dubock 

Andras Zagorszky’s letter raises a 
most important point: if you play 

the 12-14 no trump yourself you 

are better equipped to defend 

against the other pairs who do. I 

would say that in this  country it 

is a matter of self-preservation  to 

play a 12-14 no trump in all 

positions and all vulnerabilities, 

not out of misplaced courage or 

the inability to handle auctions 

starting with the ‘prepared club’. 

If  I lived outside the UK I would 

play 15-17 like the rest of the field 

in the club drive, not out of 

timidity but out of aggression.  

Michael Akeroyd

JESSIE NEWTON 
1922 – 2020 

ONLINE PLATINUM PARTY
Halifax Bridge Club has been necessarily quiet 
since mid-March. However, the members decided 
that they wouldn’t be denied the chance to mark an 
important moment in the club’s history. 

 On the 26th April 1950 a keen group of 24 card 
players held an inaugural bridge session and 
formed a club in the town. The current crop of 
devotees made sure that Sunday 26 April, the 70th 
anniversary of the day when the first ace was led 
and a trick won, would not pass by quietly.  

Even though everyone is locked down for the 
duration of these dark days, the occasion of the 
platinum anniversary was celebrated online. 

Thanks to the magic of the internet, instead of 
occupying places at card tables, members sat with 
their PCs, laptops and tablets and played in a 
virtual club room. Some pairs took part in doubles 
matches against others and a small handful 
practised their skills on an individual basis against 
robots, Now, there’s modern for you!  

The majority marked the anniversary by forming 
into teams of four and playing competitively 
against other quartets in a two hour afternoon 
session. All went well and it is heartening to be able 
to report that nearly half of the club membership 
has now given online bridge a try and that the 
game continues to survive in West Yorkshire.
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The Editorial Challenge

Playing with Pros                     by Lou Hobhouse

click 
 

link

Simon Cochemé is a great asset to English 
Bridge, but I was less certain about this idea – 
to follow my own advice and play with as 

many people as possible during lockdown – starting 
with all my contributors. The Editorial Challenge – 
exercising my Droit(e) de Seigneur(esse) – was born, 

and my lockdown infidelity begins. It’s thrilling and 
terrifying but I feel shy and vulnerable. There’s one 
rule – they play my system and are allowed to make 
only one change – a Desert Island favourite 
convention.

David Burn is first to reply, 
claiming to have little on 
during lockdown, which is a 
surprise given that I’m still 
waiting for my June copy. I 
seize the day and arrange to 
play that afternoon at 
3.30pm. My wretchedly 
competitive husband Robert 

(who is smarting from the relentless cuckolding I’m 
about to undertake) immediately signs up to play 
with someone else to be able to have bragging 
rights should they beat us. And of course they 
shouldn’t – but it only adds to the terror – and over 
12 boards anything can happen. 

Then it dawns on me. David is actively looking 
for his next Great Bridge Disaster to write up for 
the June issue. That was why he accepted with such 
speed. He accepts my system card in its entirety 
which makes me wonder if he’s read it at all. I wish 
I’d put something ridiculous on there (opening 1´ 
asks for queens) just to make sure. We are playing 
fairly standard Acol, a weak no trump and three 
weak 2s. 

At the start of the session I am 58.80 on the NGS. 
David is on 63.30 – we have an average of 61.05. 
Wow, scarily high. I’m interested in this. I have a 
fairly steady stream of members writing to the 
magazine claiming that good players won’t play 
with lower-ranked players as it invariably drags 
their grade down. If that’s the case, the converse is 

also true. Lower-ranked players won’t benefit from 
playing with higher-ranked players. As I said, 
anything can happen over 12 boards. 

MY TAKE ON THE SESSION 
We started well in that registration was 

successful, and there were a couple of questions on 
the online chat before play began which suggested 
that – yes – he had read my system card. The 
bidding was, I thought, fairly non-eventful. I 
seemed to Pass a lot, even when my partner opened, 
and then I had a series of flat hands where the 
points were game or thereabouts, but opposition 
bidding spooked me. David was kind and said it 
was a difficult decision, and actually we still scored 
well on those underbid boards. A highlight was 
someone asking whether I was editor of this 
publication when, sitting opposite me, was one of 
the greatest names in bridge whose nom de BBO is 
not difficult to untangle. It might have been 
cupboard love – he had previously been a winner of 
the caption competition and received delicious 
Prestat chocolates. 

It was my play that let me down. I twice made 
fewer tricks than most of the other tables, while 
David chalked up a miraculous 1NT+2. The good 
news – we beat my husband, but I’m not looking 
forward to the NGS ranking tomorrow – we got 
53% and came 35th out of 98. A lucky break for 
tomorrow’s partner. . . soon I’ll be good value! On 
the morrow I see that somehow, despite being 
slightly below par, my NGS seems to have gone up 

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/lou-hobhouse
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Next up was Julian Pottage.  I 
love his Club Bidding Quiz 
as that’s mainly what I play – 
club bridge – so I was full of 
hope.  Julian lives in Wales 
and often represents the 
country, so a sneaky peak at 
the NGS gave me hope that 
he, like Ron, is beyond its 
clutches. On the other hand 

he does play in a few English tournaments, so it 
may be that he chooses not to show his grade 
publicly. Time will tell.  

MY TAKE ON THE SESSION 
Unusually for me I felt completely at sea in the 
bidding. I opened with long suits and 11 points and 

couldn’t decide whether to rebid when the 
opposition interfered. I forgot all about the 
gambling 3NT when I was gifted a seven-card club 
suit topped by the AKQJ and no other points. As 
Julian will attest, I was more interested in getting 
him to play every contract, so he played that one in 
3NT which, to be fair, had a far better chance of 
making. In fact, I declared not one, which is perfect. 
We defended seven times and I thought we made a 
decent fist of it.  

HOW WAS IT FOR HIM? 

It was fun and I shall only comment on this deal 
where we both could have done better. Lou 
mentions trying to get me to be declarer. She makes 
a competitive or take-out double after her RHO has 

to 59.07. I think it’s something to do with the 
scoring of these games only just getting up to 
speed. Earlier games are still being totted up. 

HOW WAS IT FOR HIM? 
Partner and the opponents played fine – the poor 
results we had were entirely my fault. On the first 
board I cunningly won partner’s opening lead 
against 2™ and switched to a low diamond from 
KQxxx when I could see dummy’s singleton t10. 
(Actually this wasn’t cunning at all – I had intended 
the queen but clicked on the low card next to it by 
mistake.) Still, I thought, even if declarer has tAJ 
he probably won’t run it. He had and he did, and 

the chucked trick cost about a thousand 
matchpoints. 

Later I failed to follow one of my rules for pairs: 
if you play for a squeeze instead of taking a finesse 
you will get either a top or a bottom, almost 
certainly the latter. So it was that I went down in a 
modest 1NT when I had about eight tricks 
available. The hand was an example of a well-
known variant on Murphy’s Law: if you think you 
have a count on the hand then (a) you will be right 
and (b) the honour you are missing will be in the 
hand you correctly think is short, but you will not 
play for this because it would be silly. 

Ron Klinger is the man with whom I most 
frequently go to bed. There are many nights of 
furtive flicking through his masterful books as 
Robert lies asleep. He is next up to take the Editorial 
Challenge, and you can imagine my excitement to 
be playing with him. There’s another bonus. Ron is 
upside-down on the other side of the world, and 
could call me a ‘Sheila’. This means he has no NGS 
ranking and the session will not count in those 
terms. We are playing for glory alone . . .  

He has made no system changes which is hardly 
surprising as the system is built out of his books. 
The only minor wrinkle is that he won’t open a weak 
two when holding a four card major side suit. I can 
live with that. It’s only 12 boards. 

The big surprise was that I was stood up. It wasn’t 
long before I got a frightfully apologetic email from 
Ron. That’s the trouble with Australia. Poor Ron has 

a choice of games at 2300, 0030, 0430 and 0600. Not 
surprisingly he’s opted for 2300 his time, but it’s not 
a great hour to start a game. We have rearranged.  

In his stead I played with Robert and we scored 
30%. For the first time I can ever remember, in 30 
years, we would have done better bidding a four-
card major before a four-card minor – we always bid 
4-card suits up the line unless we are 4-4-4-1, in 
which case other factors come into play. Many laugh 
at us, but this is the first time I can recall that it has 
ever caused a problem. 

The next big surprise was that I stood Michael 
Byrne up later that day. The trouble with lockdown 
is that one can lose a little sense of time . . . I was sure 
we were playing the following day. I wrote a 
frightfully apologetic email to Michael, largely 
copied from Ron’s to me, and we have rearranged 
for next week. 

Cont’. . .
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made a sandwich seat overcall. We ended up 
defending and if I had realised Lou might have just 
11 points (!) for her opening and subsequent 
double, I could have beaten the opposing doubled 

contract by two tricks rather than one. As some 
pairs made a non-vulnerable game our way, there 
was a huge matchpoint difference between the 200 
we actually scored and the 500 we could have had.

Alan Mould is the 
magazine’s leads champion, 
but also a silver medallist at 
last year’s D’Orsi Bowl – 
that’s the number one world 
championships for Seniors. 
He tells me that something 
on my system card is ‘Wow, 
French style’. I’m not sure 

which bit, but I enjoy the glamorising feel, a touch 
of je ne sais quoi, even if he doesn’t particularly like 
‘the French bit’ himself. He is also prepared to take 
my system on lock, stock and barrel, quoting ‘The 
late great John Armstrong who used to say that the 
third best agreement that you know and 
understand is better than the best agreement that 
you don't know or don't understand.’ I feel safe – he 
has read my system card minutely, picking up and 
questioning tiny details that are wrong.  

MY TAKE ON THE SESSION 

I have fabulous hands – anything difficult I steer 
into a contract for Alan to play while I enjoy some 
easier ones. I have that magic moment when I have 
distributional hands and favourable vulnerability. 
We scored just over 54%, lower than we’d like, 
mostly because our opposition bid two very good 
slams, one in the teeth of a lot of bidding from us, 
so well done them. They also dared to double a 
dodgy (but not that dodgy) contract by us. Didn’t 
they see that Alan was declaring? I really enjoyed 
myself and felt I hadn’t been too stupid. I’d shown 
some discipline and some panache. It doesn’t 
always pay – anything can happen over 12 boards. 

HOW WAS IT FOR HIM? 
My NGS never changes as I never play in anything 
that is ‘NGSable’. However, apparently another 
method is to not give your EBU number (didn’t 
work, Alan, apparently they know who you are). The 
session starts promisingly enough when we average 
84% in the first round. The second round ends 
when we are halfway through defending 5´ 
doubled. The director, who clearly has not seen my 
defence before, awards us all the tricks we can get 
and we walk away with +800 and 64%. In the 
fourth round a player, who clearly had seen my 
declarer play before, doubles me in 4´ off a void 
trump. I duly go one off for 8%. The session 
wanders along to its end and we score 54% overall 
which probably does neither of us any good. 

Part of the contract with Lou was that we each 
had to provide a ‘nugget’. I will offer three, despite 
the session only being 12 boards: 

DMy oft-stated point in my leads column is that 
the opposition bidding and making a slam is 
never a good score for you. Here the oppo bid 
and made two small slams and we averaged 17% 
for those boards. 

D In pairs more than any other form of scoring, 
plus scores are king; the size of the plus score 
being not so important as in IMPs. In this set we 
had seven plus scores, all of which were well 
above average, and five negative scores, all of 
which were well below average. 

DThe session provides further proof, should any be 
needed, of ‘Holland’s hypothesis’ which is 
‘Allowing Mould to declare is always a bad idea’. 
Lou declared two hands – average score 86%; I 
declared three hands – average score 37%. 

One interesting thing that developed over my 

games was a growing feeling that perhaps my choice 

of McKenney discards was wrong – I wondered if, all 

this time, I played a different version, or I had the 

name wrong. Perhaps I played an odd reverse 

version of it. No expert that I had partnered so far 

seemed to discard anything that remotely indicated 

what they actually wanted or held. In the end I 

questioned it (I fail to remember who I was playing 

with) – did we both agree on what McKenney 
discards were? And if so, why had they discarded a 
low heart when they had just the ´A? It was 
explained (in a way that sounded incredulous over 
the text box) that ‘The whole hand had been unveiled 
– you knew what I had’.  

NO! NO I DIDN’T! I NEED TO BE TOLD.  

Note to self. Explain to all future experts that the 
hand is never, ever revealed to me until the last card 
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I’m really looking forward to 
playing with Heather 
Dhondy the next day. She is 
my first female contributor 
to have taken the challenge. 
She writes a column on 
‘Clever Play’ in the magazine 
and every issue I look at 
what she’s written and think 
‘would I have got that – 

probably not’. She is a mainstay of the England 
Women’s team and they do well wherever they go. 
They won bronze at last year’s World 
Championships – but she’s done silver before and 
gold in the World Mindsports. She takes the 
opportunity to make one change – adding in a 
version of Jacoby – and off we go. I make a decision 
to concentrate 100% and make no mistakes.  

MY TAKE ON THE SESSION 

The first hand is a delight. Heather plays in 3NT 
and makes oodles of tricks. She appears to have 
taken on board rule number 1 – Lou likes being 
dummy. Then we have a series of disasters as I play 
numerous boards terribly badly either as declarer 

or in defence apart from one very lucky 
magnificent 5t doubled, down six. I honestly think 
I was trying too hard. Despite this, we scored 56%, 
my highest yet with an expert. My new rule – which 
I find difficult playing on computers – when the 
lead and dummy go down, try to analyse the hand. 
Look at the early play by declarer etc, then don’t 
forget everything you knew by trick six. 

HOW WAS IT FOR HER? 
I had taken on board that Lou likes to be dummy, 
but the hands didn't go that way, so I let her down 
a bit. We had a fun time and got a respectable score, 
but we had sufficient luck that it could have been 
higher but for a few errors. Lou apologised all the 
time, but usually not for the right thing! She 
seemed to believe she had made a mistake early on 
in a hand, and then give up on it a bit when the 
damage hadn't been done by then. One hand 
particularly sprung to mind when she wandered 
into 3t doubled and bought an exceptionally 
suitable dummy. The contract should always have 
been making, but Lou drew a second round of 
trumps which she believed to be fatal (it wasn't), 
and then messed up her entries (which was).

Simon Cochemé, responsible 
for this endeavour, started 
squealing about not telling 
the readers what everyone 
scored – perhaps limiting it 
to just the three highest. He 
also opted for Jacoby, a 
slightly different version to 
Heather, but the same 
principle.   

MY TAKE ON THE SESSION 

It starts rather badly, in complete contrast to all 
proceeding matches, but then it gets fun. We 
splinter, we declare and we defend like Gods. He 
reads my McKenney discard asking for a club and 
in a no trump contract returns the king, from king-
jack doubleton, and I’m worried – I have six to the 
10. But it’s magnificent. I have two more entries to 
knock out the ®Q and get back in to cash my lovely 
suit, and finally win a trick with the ®2, which 
always deserves a prize. We score 57% overall – not 
sublime (but anything can happen in 12 boards) 
and my highest to date. Simon suddenly seems less 
concerned about revealing the scores. . . 

HOW WAS IT FOR HIM? 
I chose to drop Smith Peters from Lou’s card. She 
said she sometimes forgets to play it and often fails 
to notice when partner does use it. I opted for 
Jacoby, and agreed to play the unfamiliar version 
she suggested – life is so much easier online, when 
the responses are written out beside you. 

It was all very enjoyable. I got lucky when I didn’t 
make a slam try on a deal with a good spade fit. Lou 
was minimum and we had some wasted values, so 
4´+1 got the same score as 5´=. But with an extra 
point in the right place, the slam would have been a 
good one, and it would have been my fault that we 
missed it. The fact that Lou would have been 
declarer had no effect on my lazy bid, honest. 

Lou didn’t mention that we played the second 
round against her husband, Robert. You’ll 
understand why she didn’t mention it when I tell 
you that we scored 90% on both the boards, 
helping us recover from our poor start. I wonder if 
she will remove this paragraph in the interest of 
domestic harmony. If she does, you will never 
know. 
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Tuesday is my second chance 
to play with Michael Byrne 
and this time I remember! 
Gosh I’m grateful he’s given 
me another slot. I know 
Michael’s face very well. 
There is hardly an issue of 
English Bridge where he is 
not in a picture for winning 

something or other. He is a prolific player, a high 
ace of spades on the NGS – 68% – he frequently 
plays for England and is very recognisable. He’s one 
of the few players who looks happy to have won. I 
really like that. He beams out of every photo like an 
overgrown prep school boy. In fact, I assume he’s 
not long out of the junior squad. He also plays and 
coaches youth teams, and I like that – surely it 
makes him accustomed to less experienced players. 

His change of choice on my system card is the 
value of the 1NT opening. It is 15-17 or nothing 
(not literally nothing). No compromise. Boy that 
changes everything. I do sometimes play 15-17, but 
only really with BBO robots and then I go full 
broadside, 5-card majors, two over one, Bergen 
raises, Drury. I’d rather do that than play Acol with 
a strong NT, but rules are rules – only one change. 
I adjust my system card to allow for this mammoth 
change – what points for Stayman etc. Michael 
would like to change almost everything on my card, 
and he very kindly does a thorough review of it. I 
accept he’s right, but we’re limited to one change.  

MY TAKE ON THE SESSION 

We are doing fine. The opposition bid the first five 
boards and system is not an issue. Then on Board 6 
Michael opens 1NT. Yippee, I’ve remembered – it’s 
strong. I have a great hand: 

I’m less accustomed to finding 
slams against a strong no 
trump, but the first thing I do is 
ensure Michael plays it and 
transfer. Our card says that 3™ 
would have been a slam try, but 

then I’d play it, so I decide to go another route. 
After the transfer, when it comes back to my bid, I 
feel a bit of a nincompoop. I would normally only 
transfer with a splinter to follow, or a second suit to 
show, but I plunge to 4NT and my partner . . . . 
passes.

It would be true to say that I’m a little surprised 
(as are the opposition) when I see Michael’s strong 
NT. Thirteen points, with two doubleton queens 
and a lovely six card diamond suit. I would have 
opened 1NT in my 12-14 world on this. He makes 
two overtricks, but wouldn’t have if we’d been in 
the slam. It’s only the first of several insights into 
the world of the expert. He bids a three card spade 
suit to stop the opposition finding their game in it. 
He plays with humour and flamboyance, discarding 
aces when the rest are his, then winning with the 
remaining two. It’s an amazing show-stopping act, 
and great fun. I can see why he smiles so broadly 
when he wins. We score 60% – enough to make me 
grin very widely, but only just enough to stay 
neutral on the NGS. 

HOW WAS IT FOR HIM? 
Playing with Lou is an exciting adventure. The first 
step is to go through what she laughingly refers to 
as her ‘system’. I am so aggrieved when I see this 
crazy document with bits and pieces cobbled on 
that I am not sure whether to get my red pen out 
(for corrections) or my black pen out (for 
destructions). In the end I compromise on a 
strongly worded email explaining why most of it 
brings tears to my eyes. I note that two of my all-
time top four hated conventions are on it (This 
1NT-2´ gadget to show exactly 11 points, and 1NT-
4® as the Hamster convention of which I dare not 
speak its name).  

 This email apparently does more harm than 
good as I wait for Lou to arrive . . . and wait, and 
wait, and then give up. I suspect I have caused 
irreparable damage to our working relationship but 
no, the next day I have an email explaining that it 
was simply a matter of confused dates. Lockdown 
meant that if I claimed to have turned down a 
glamourous film premier or swanky Hollywood 
party my bluff would be seen through, as it made 
not a bit of difference to my Friday night and we 
rearrange.  

 We start merrily and it takes me a while to get 
used to this ridiculous system of discards I am 
made to play, whereby I have to throw from all of 
the wrong suits in order to avoid 
misleading partner. This is best 
seen in 3NT when partner leads 
the ´Q and I hold the following 
cards:

´ A 10 
™ A K 10 7 6 2 
t 10 6 
® J 10 5

´ – 
™ 10 3 2 
t K Q 3 2 
® J 10 7 6 3 2
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With ®AKQ on the table (and a dangerous 
looking tJ862) I want to encourage clubs, knowing 
it is safe for partner to play them. Sadly we are 
playing McKenney which means any club I throw 
will ask for a different suit. In the end I settle for the 
™2,  knowing this can't cost a trick, but what a 
strange system whereby I have to throw from my 3-
card suit and not my 6-card suit!  

The session proceeds nicely (although we do get 
one board taken off us for slow play. Declarer had 
been in the process of carving 3NT but with nine 
top tricks David Stevenson decides he can't go 
down even if he tries his hardest and gives him 400) 
and we are doing really well with two rounds to go.  

The penultimate round does not go so well, we 
play in game with 25 points between us and go 
down for 20% (we avoid 3NT that is off the first 
seven tricks, but play in 5® which is off the first 

three instead) and then Lou gives a trick in 3NT by 
setting up an extra winner for declarer, a hard hand 
to know what to do.  

On the last round I pick up  this fine collection: 

After Lou opens 1™ in first seat 
(at green) I decide carefully 
whether I am going to respond 
1´ or 1NT. I eventually decide 
on 1´, because the shock value 
when my hand comes down in 

dummy  (after 1™-1´-1NT I hope) should throw 
the defenders off track. I should have remembered 
that Lou likes to be dummy. Partner raises me to 2´ 
and puts down KJx and a flat 12 count. I am pleased 
to have kept the opponents out of 4´ and manage 
to hold my losses to down four but sadly not 
enough of the field bid to game, so I shall have to 
count this as a moral victory. 

´ 6 4 2 
™ Q 4 
t 5 4 3 2 
® J 10 7 4

Ron and I meet up for a 
quick chat before our 
rearranged session. One of 
the first pair we meet seems 
to have a crush on Ron that 
equals mine, she’s reading 
one of his books at the 
moment. A fellow player 
who likes to go to bed with 

Ron – I’m almost jealous.   

We (mostly) do superbly well. We have one 4% 
when declarer plays the ace of trumps and I play the 
king rather than the four. I’m astonished the trick’s 
not mine – I never noticed the ace – I was too 
excited that I had read Ron’s high card as asking for 
a switch to spades! And I was a plonker on another 
not pushing out dummy’s last entry – silly, silly, 
frustrating mistakes. But we have a great start, a 
middling middle, an improving end and after 10 
boards we are on 64%. I’m popping with 
excitement. Two to go. The eleventh is dealt – but 
where is Ron? Did he think there were only 10 
boards, is he coming back? I send a frantic email 
and endless online chats, but to no avail. A 
Canadian sub arrives and I greet her and thank her 
for coming in my hour of need. She is ‘advanced’, so 
surely things can’t go too badly . . . I open a heart 
and she replies 2t. I reverse into 2´ and she goes 
for slam, with a 4NT ask. I check her profile very 

carefully – 4130. OK – I only have one – 5®. She 
bails into 5™. We have 10 hearts, and can make 
6NT, 6´ or 6™. We are missing just one keycard. 
She has 15 points and I’ve reversed. Ron, I trust 
you’d have gone for it . . . We average just 22% on the 
last two boards and our score plummets to 57%.  

HOW WAS IT FOR HIM? 
Quarantined with our son, daughter-in-law and 
two grand-daughters, aged 7 and 3, sleep is a 
precious commodity and 11pm (Sydney time) or 
later is no longer an hour at which I would readily 
dash off to a bridge club, even if one were open. 
When Lou and I finally managed to join up, all 
went swimmingly for most of the session. I 
misplayed 2™ doubled when I misplaced the key 
trump honours with the doubler, but most of 
Boards 1-10 were pretty good.  

 Before Round 6, Boards 11-12, started, my PC 
crashed. Rebooted twice. No help. Called in my son. 
Could not reconnect. Then we found out that our 
National Broadband Network had decided, without 
notice to us, that 12.15am to 6am (Sydney time) 
was a good time to shut down the Network for 
maintenance. Thus the partnership missed the last 
two boards. 

Often good boards are the result of gifts from the 
opponents, but sometimes good play is rewarded. 
Take this deal, shown overleaf:
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North led the tQ. South took the ace and returned 
the t2. Lou (W) won with the tK, ruffed the t7 
in dummy, crossed to the ´A and played ™2: five – 
jack – king. South brought back the ´10, taken by 
the ´K. All followed to the ™A. What now? This 
was the position:

 

 

You have lost two tricks and your contract is safe, 
but when playing pairs an overtrick can be worth 
its weight in gold. Before drawing the last trump, 
play a spade to the queen. If spades are 3-3, draw 
the last trump. If the third spade is ruffed, you still 
make 4™, but when the player with the last trump 
also began with four spades, the ´Q wins. So, ruff 
the spade loser with the ™9, cross to the ®A and 
now draw the last trump. Making eleven tricks, 
+650, was worth 92.6%. Making ten tricks in 4™ 
scored 54.1%.

 
E/W Game. Dealer South.  

´ J 6 5 3 
™ 8 6 5  
t Q J 10 4 
® 6 2 

´ A Q 7 4 ´ K 8 2 
™ Q 7 3 2 ™ A J 9 4 
t K 7 3 t 9 8  
® A 10 ® K 9 5 4   

´ 10 9    
™ K 10 
t A 6 5 2 
® Q J 8 7 3

N 
W      E 

S

 
´ J 6 5 3 
™ 8 6 5  
t Q J 10 4 
® 6 2 

´ A Q 7 4 ´ K 8 2 
™ Q 7 3 2 ™ A J 9 4 
t K 7 3 t 9 8  
® A 10 ® K 9 5 4   

´ 10 9    
™ K 10 
t A 6 5 2 
® Q J 8 7 3

N 
W      E 

S

  West               North       East          South 
  Lou                                     Ron            
                                                           Pass 
  1™                   Pass           3™            Pass 
  4™                   All Pass

My next expert is David 
Bakhshi – he played in the 
Open Section of the World 
Championships last year and 
the team did incredibly well, 
only just missing out on the 
medals through a painful 
loss to the US when they 
were winning by miles going 
into the last two sessions. 

Nail-biting does not describe it. I love the fact that 
David is such a family man. His wife Heather has 
earned her England cap, as has his daughter 
Jasmine and stepson Liam. They are mad about 
bridge, but I don’t think they’re bridge-mad. Not 
odd, I mean. I’m fairly sure they have outside 
interests. I am also confident that anyone who has 
managed to teach their children to play bridge has 
infinite patience and tolerance. He tells me to enjoy 
it and says he won’t judge me. How lovely is that?  

MY TAKE ON THE SESSION 
We have the usual flying start, scoring almost 200% 
in the first two boards. Then we let through a low 

contract because of my lead. It’s one for the leads 
column, so I won’t dwell on it. The next deal was a 
classic taken from the leads column – I have five 
useless trumps – and Alan Mould’s words from a 
Christmas Quiz are ringing in my ears – it is a rule 
of bridge that, holding five bad trumps, you should 
lead one. We had fun. David sent lovely notes like 
‘well done for overtaking my card’. The only 
contract I had to play was an easy peasy 5® that he 
popped me into directly after my 2® overcall. Great 
bid. Great, great bid. We had a grand slam try. It 
didn’t end well for us, but I loved that we used it. In 
the end it was a mediocre 55%, but he was right, I 
did have fun, and 55% - who’s complaining? 

HOW WAS IT FOR HIM? 
In the days before we played Lou had made sure to 
lower my expectations but reality proved to be 
different as she showed that she’s a more than 
capable player. The morning of our session, Lou 
emailed me to highlight the fact that we were 
playing McKenney (suit preference) discards since 
it appeared that some of her previous partners were 
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not entirely on the wavelength that she had been 
hoping for.  

The highlight of our session was a hand on which 
our opponents bid to a very marginal 3NT 
contract.  

Lou held tAJ10xxx. She led the tJ to my tK 
and we were able win the first six tricks. Keen to 

make use of our McKenney discards, I threw a low 
heart at my first opportunity and Lou dutifully 
switched to clubs at trick seven.  

When the dust has cleared, we had won 10 tricks, 
for a final result of 3NT-6 and Lou had been 
suitably reassured that at least one of her partners 
was playing the same version of McKenney as her! 

Youth followed. It was a 
Saturday night and I 
partnered Stephen Kennedy 
who is definitely still a junior 
– I celebrated an evening 
game with a glass of wine – I 
imagine he was drinking 
Ribena. He’s fun and funny 
and mad about yellow. I had 

warned him about giving me helpful discards 
rather than assuming I knew the whole hand. His 
one change was to play reverse McKenney just for 
sheer silliness. Then we had a better idea . . . a high 
card suggested the higher suit on the BBO screen, 
but first we had to check that, when in defence, 

BBO lines up the suits in the same order whichever 

side of declarer you are sitting. It does! We 

defended 6™ on the first hand and discovered that, 

for both of us, the suits were hearts at the top, then 

spades, then diamonds, then clubs. Our system 

would work. Our next defence was a couple of 

hands later – 2NT by the opposition. Panic as we 

realised that the suits may not be in the same order 

for both of us in a no trump contract. They were 

and we did fine. In fact we defended well, but my 

declarer play earned us 11%, 40% and 22%. I shan’t 

divulge the final score as, if it failed to reach 50, it 

was entirely my fault (or waszhit the wine?).

Robin Barker is not an 
‘expert’ in the same sense of 
the word – I can’t credit him 
with playing in the Bermuda 
Bowl – but he might have 
been there looking over the 
table. He is our deputy chief 
tournament director who 
knows everything about 

etiquette and rules – don’t get me wrong – he’s still 
pretty good at playing the cards. I can’t remember 
too much about the bridge itself as I just marvelled 
at his ability to stand back when players still seemed 
unsure about how to alert bids, telling their partner 
in the chat box exactly what they had when they 
made a bid. What I do remember is that usual 
feeling of ‘oh please, another 12 boards, I’ll be 
better this time.’

The last contributor to come 
forward was Frances Hinden 
who kindly made time for 
me despite still working full 
time (that will read oddly in 
a few years’ time when 
lockdown is something our 
grandchildren won’t have 
heard of). We played on a 
Sunday evening, and she had 

been talking to Michael Byrne – yes, he of the ‘I 
insist on playing a strong NT’ before opening 1NT 
on a 13 count with two doubleton queens. Frances’ 
one change on the system card was to play the 
equivalent of an unassuming cue bid over partner’s 

opening hand if there’s an intervention. It has 
nothing to do with this second hand. I held: 

Partner dealt and bid 2™ – 
weak. You must agree I had a 
lovely hand. We have eight 
hearts. We have a system to 
enquire about partner’s bid, 
but do I really need it? Surely 

we need to be in 4™. I’ve edited David Bird’s Beat 
the Experts enough to know how much he admires 
those that open a weak 2 on practically nothing – 
but it’s always the juniors – no grown-up bids on 
such tram tickets do they? I remember sending 
Alan Mould a leads question and he was amazed 

´ A K Q 
™ 9 5 
t 10 7 4 
® A K Q 5 3
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the opposition had bothered to pre-empt, not 
vulnerable, with so many points (7, I seem to 
recall). So somewhere, in the back of my mind, I 
know she might not have much. My problem was 
that if I went 2NT and she showed a minimum, I 
couldn’t see that I wouldn’t go 4™ anyway. So I 
binned the bit inbetween and bid 4™. Funnily 
enough, it didn’t go well when between us we held: 

 

 

 

 

Of course they led a diamond. Why hadn’t I 
listened to my inner voice? I know that’s what 
experts do. Look at what Michael Byrne did. They 
open light. Proceed with caution. 

What I will say is that she didn’t flinch at the 
table. She played very fast as declarer, hardly 
pausing if the trump split was bad or a king fell 
under an ace. Her mind is lightning fast. I will also 
say that the internet can lag a second or two before 
playing cards, and this tripped me up. 

In one 4™ contract by the 
opposition I led the ´A – 
naughty without the king – 
with this hand. The bidding 
had suggested that my partner 
might not hold many. 

Dummy went down and had a singleton spade. 
Frances hesitated for a fraction (she assures me it 
was internet lag), then played the king. I looked 
and looked. I decided, with a singleton in dummy, 
it was a switch signal for a diamond, and decided 
my perfect partner had the tAQ over dummy’s K 
and we’d take two plus a ruff. Of course I was so 
wrong. Why on earth would Frances ever play the 
´K without a cast iron guarantee I held the ´Q? I 

had lost my head. Then I realised. That fractional 
hesitation led me to think she had a choice of at 
least two. I see how easy it is to unintentionally use 
unauthorised information, and I’m glad in this 
instance it was the opposition who benefitted.  

I’m not going to make poor Frances, who played 
her socks off, write about this. Suffice to say, I 
trumped partner’s winner. I failed to open with a 
12-count. I failed to make a weak two opening. I 
failed to return her lead. I failed at every 
opportunity. She played like a Goddess, and I went 
entirely to pieces. The joy of playing online – I 
couldn’t hear her shouting! 

SHE HAS REPLIED 
I am not sure if 9pm was a bad time or you had a 
long day, but I am sure you would normally play 
much better. I promise I wasn’t shouting at the 
computer at all, but I admit I winced when you 
ruffed my winner – particularly because it ruined a 
very pretty trump promotion which you would 
have liked to write up.  At that point, declarer had 
K10xx of trumps left, dummy had 8xx and you had 
9x over declarer.  If you’d let me hold the trick and 
play another winner, even though declarer and 
dummy had both run out of the suit, you’d have 
made a trump trick with your nine.   

I’m not proud of the somewhat warped weak 2™ 
opening I tried on the second board – I think it’s 
completely normal non-vul vs vul at IMPs but at 
matchpoints it pays to be more conservative when 
pre-empting. One piece of advice – don’t be so 
frightened of being declarer. We play bridge for 
fun, and you are missing out on some of the 
pleasure if you always try and get partner to play 
the hands. Practising declarer play is also very good 
for improving your defence, because you develop a 
better understanding of what declarer is thinking 
about.  

´ A K Q ´ 2 
™ 9 5 ™ Q J 8 4 3 
t 10 7 4 t 9 8 
® A K Q 5 3 ® 10 8 6 4 2

N 
W      E 

S

´ A Q 10 8 7 5 2 
™ 8 3 
t J 3 
® 9 7

I really can’t thank all these generous experts enough for playing with me, and at some point I shall have to 
stop apologising, and promising ‘I don’t usually do that’. It was great fun, instructive and they were all so 
nice. So, drum roll . . .

Oh n
o! 

Run
ning

 out
 

of b
lack

 ink
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YOUNG BRIDGE CHALLENGE

This year's Young Bridge Challenge – EBED's 
annual youth bridge one-day event – took 
place just before lockdown, in mid-March. 

Twenty teams competed in three rounds of Swiss 
Teams, after which the top four school teams were 
separated out to play for the Schools Cup. 

Loughborough Grammar School, who kindly 
hosted the event, won the Schools Cup, beating 
Haberdasher's Aske's School for Boys' B Team in the 
Semi-Final, and St Paul's School's B Team in the 
Final. The other semi-finalists were Exeter Maths 
School, an excellent achievement in their debut 
appearance in the competition. 

The remaining sixteen teams played two more 
rounds of Swiss Teams, won overall by Henry Rose, 
Jasmine Bakhshi, Liam Fegarty and Jamie Fegarty, 
who took home the Harry Scully Trophy for teams 
from more than one school. Only 1 Victory Point 
behind them was the Haberdasher's A Team, who 
won the Schools Plate for the highest-placed School 
Team at the end of the Swiss Teams. 

For the first time in many years there was a strong 
attendance of 34 players for the MiniBridge 
competition, which was won by a young pair from 
English Martyrs Catholic Voluntary Academy in 
Oakham. 

YOU’RE NEVER TOO YOUNG - Stamford Youth Bridge Academy (SYBA) sent several players to the Young 
Bridge Challenge including those pictured (bottom left). Harriet Cork (11) currently trains with the 
England U16 team and more recently partnered Alan Shillitoe (standing) in the National Pairs. Next is 
Cameron Freestone (13) who partnered the youngest member of the SYBA group, Matthew Cork, who is 
nine years old. On the day, their professionalism and concentration over 40 boards was amazing, and they 
weren't a bit phased by the older and larger students they played against. Although much yawning kicked in 
after 5 o'clock. Congratulations to all participants. 
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EBED EDUCATION NEWS

LOCKDOWN IS NOT SHUTDOWN, BUT A FANTASTIC NEW OPPORTUNITY 
by Graham Baskerville

Just over two months ago, the world changed 
and so did bridge teaching. The EBED online 
Tuesday Tutorials came at just the right time. I 

found Jacks Morcombe’s explanation of Bridgebase 
Online (BBO) as a teaching tool an inspiration. 

I have been teaching bridge in North Wiltshire for 
several years and have always had large classes in the 
high teens or twenties. Clearly, there is not one 
magic ingredient for a successful class – it is 
important to learn from others and implement 
good ideas. Fortunately, most bridge teachers are 
very generous in sharing their experiences. 
Sometimes there is a 
resource such as the EBED 
Red and Green Books and 
associated teaching guides, 
at other times it is 
individuals passing on tips 
and techniques. In my case, 
I learned a lot about 
teaching bridge from Titch 
Glenday who ran the 
EBED Teaching Course – 
simple things but highly 
effective. Then I 
corresponded with Ian 
Dalziel who wrote articles on teaching in Mr Bridge 
Magazine and we exchanged many ideas and refined 
different teaching aids enabling students to work in 
pairs. Due to the generosity of colleagues, I have 
built up a large collection of set hands and 
PowerPoint presentations. 

Our classes have been based on meticulous lesson 
planning, team teaching with assistance at every 
table, catch-up lessons, homework, animated 
presentations on a large screen and above all 
making it a fun experience. My fellow teacher Gerry 
McAinsh provides much jollity and my wife Jackie 
keeps us all in check. We judge success by student 
retention. 

When lockdown came, everything changed. No 
longer could we run our Improvers Class with 24 
students. However, over the horizon came the 
wonderful world of Zoom, the videoconferencing 
software of which few of us had ever even heard. 
Suddenly, a new opportunity opened up, we could 
see all of our students on the screen and further 
could share PowerPoint presentations, Q-Plus 
Hands, and handouts. The opportunity came with a 
challenge – all our students had to be instructed on 
zooming on a variety of devices – and I had to learn 
how to control the class in Zoom. The students were 

excited, and the interaction 
was exactly the same as in a 
normal class. That is where 
simple tips from the EBED 
seminar came in – mute 
everyone after all the 
greetings and laughter and 
then tell them to use the 
space bar to unmute when 
they wished to ask a 
question or make a 
comment. 

So far so good, but the 
element of the students playing set hands together 
was missing. Jacks’ EBED seminar came to the 
rescue again with an explanation on how to use 
breakout rooms in Zoom splitting the class into 
groups and then setting up a Teaching Table and 
multiple Teams Tables in BBO. Once again a steep 
learning curve. First, using John Fromarran’s 
converter for my PBN set hands into LIN files and 
uploading into BBO turned out to be much  
easier than I had anticipated. Then going on to 
share my BBO screen to teach the students to use 
BBO and how to find their teacher and table. 
Following Jacks’ advice, we are taking a step by step 
approach. The students have mastered Zoom and 
are now getting used to BBO, kibitzing on a
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Teaching Table, before we move on to Breakout 
Rooms and Team Tables.  

It may be several weeks before we get to all the 
students in rooms of four playing set hands but we 
will get there. Some aspects of BBO are fantastic. 
When operating a Teaching Table, the teacher and 
all the other student kibitzers can see all the hands, 
something you cannot see in a normal class. 
Dummy enjoys being able to see declarer’s hand in 
BBO, again something that does not happen at a 
normal table, leading to very interesting comments!  

Suddenly, other opportunities are arising out of 
lockdown. Bernard Magee is giving freely of his 
time and considerable expertise with his YouTube 
broadcasts at 11 o’clock on Mondays, Wednesdays 
and Fridays. Our Improvers are watching to 
enhance their game. Bridge clubs are about to 
launch virtual duplicate sessions and some of our 
students have already registered.  

Wow, what a wonderful challenge we have for 
bridge teachers and thanks to EBED for leading the 
way. Will we ever go completely back to our old 
ways – maybe not.  

Improver Tuppence Hale (pictured below) 
certainly seems to like the new experience. She 
comments: ‘Our online lessons have been fabulous. 
They have been great fun as well as instructive. To 
be able to see and speak with our class, and our 
wonderful teachers, has been the highlight of the 
week. It has all worked brilliantly well and I look 
forward to Thursday mornings’.       r

FEEDBACK FROM STUDENTS ABOUT VIRTUAL 
TEACHING AND VIRTUAL CLUBS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Sorry to add to your workload. I am so impressed by 
your initiative on this for the club.  Lots of us needed 
the support and confidence of playing among our 
regulars and playing the same systems, and you've 
done that. 

 

I just want to thank you for all the hard work you are 
doing with these sessions and what a good job you are 
doing for all of us with bridge ‘withdrawal’ symptoms. 

 

Thank you so much for organising the Monday and 
Thursday online bridge. I hope its not too much work.  
It’s much nicer to play with people one knows.   

 

Many thanks for your hard work organising the online 
sessions for the club and for helping me get started on 
BBO. It was lovely to get a call from my partner and 
be asked to play again. I was nervous of the technology 
but I am really enjoying it now and it is good to hear 
the news from my old friends when we chat during 
play. Well done!  

 

See you (as they say) on Monday and thanks for doing 
this for us. It is almost as good as the real thing! 

 

Thank you so much – I began to enjoy it about half-
way through!  Still feel a bit stressed, but it was good 
and lovely to play again.  

All ready for highlight of the week – a game at the 
club. Couldn't decide what to wear!!! 

If you missed EBED’s great tutorials on how to teach bridge on BBO and 
Zoom, as well as tutorials on using other online bridge platforms, they can 

be seen here: www.ebu.co.uk/node/3782

https://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3782
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PLENTY OF EBU BRIDGE IN LOCKDOWN . . . 

THE LOCKDOWN LEAGUE 

These troubling times have made it impossible 
for bridge to happen face-to-face. 
BridgeBase Online is a huge free platform 

that provides the space needed for teams matches, 
duplicates and casual play among friends. In light of 
Covid-19, many players have now turned to online 
bridge which has provided opportunities for new 
leagues and new opponents that players would have 
not had the chance to meet otherwise. 

One of these opportunities takes form in the 
shape of the EBU Lockdown League. A huge 
response to the call to arms means we have 12 
divisions of between 12 and 16 teams. The League 
helps to provide a place for players to catch their 
bridge fix every week, with four 8-board matches in 
a complete round robin format. The standard 
varies. We are proud to host players from the very 
top of the game, such as the winners of the first two 
seasons; Mike Bell, Ben Norton, Michael Byrne, 
Kieran Dyke, Sarah Bell and Nicola Smith. The 
League runs on a four-week cycle and new teams are 
always welcomed.   

The League is designed to promote a spirit of 
enjoyment and camaraderie while maintaining a 
competitive edge. We are delighted that so many 
junior teams have joined as well. Ben Norton is in 
Division One, an U26 team and U21 team are in 
Division Two and an U16 team in Division Six 
make up just some of the young competitors. Our 
original iteration consisted of 168 teams, which was 
a staggering amount! The second season now 
consists of 176 teams which is an enormous 
achievement for the bridge community. Let’s hope 
we can improve on the number. There is a waiting 
list for entry to the League which is growing daily. 

To enter, you will need to send an email to 
charlie@ebu.co.uk with a team of between four and 
eight players in the following format: Name, EBU 
Number, BBO username. It is important to ensure 
that all entrants have all the information requested 
or your entry may not be processed. 

EBU DUPLICATE GAMES 

The EBU is running five games a day on BridgeBase 
Online. The first of the day is at midday, and called 
Fast Game at High Noon. There are 12 deals,  played 
with just five minutes per board. Great if you like 
speedy play. There are two 12-board afternoon 
games at 2pm and 3.30pm. Play in both and it feels 
like a club duplicate afternoon with time for a quick 
cup of tea in between the sessions. Similarly, the 
evening duplicates at 7.30pm and 9.00pm allow for 
a speedy break in between. These sessions are all 
played at seven minutes per board. All EBU games 
give Master Points and count towards the NGS. 

 
FUNBRIDGE GAMES 

There is a daily EBU game on Funbridge. You will 
partner a robot, and play against two other robots, 
so you don’t need a human partner. You can play 
whenever you wish. The competitions are 20 boards 
and you have 24 hours to complete them, stopping 
and restarting over that time, as suits your day. 
There are IMP games on Monday and Friday – the 
other days are matchpoints. The robots are well-
versed in Acol and SAYC, and you can set your 
convention and carding methods for the robot to 
play. The EBU games give Master Points. 

 
BRIDGE CLUB LIVE 

Bridge Club Live (BCL) is affiliated with the EBU as 
an Online Affiliated Club and can therefore issue 
Master Points for the sessions which meet the 
necessary requirements for points to be awarded. 
These are full value ‘local points’, and count towards 
all EBU Master Point rankings, and can be earned in 
most BCL competitions – their movement tourneys 
and leagues, and the ‘Dido Tourney’, are all 
included. 

Any EBU Members, not already a member of 
BCL, can enjoy a free trial of BCL for 50 days. 
Simply complete the form on the BCL website to 
submit a few details and you can give it a try.
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. . . AND PLENTY MORE IN THE SHIRES

A COUNTY INITIATIVE 

Just over two hours of escapism doing something I love 

and chatting to friends along the way. A new way to 

stay connected and something I will continue when we 

are out of lockdown. 
Running online county bridge games has 

generated so much positive feedback since we 
started back in March. We realised we needed to do 
something to keep bridge alive in Somerset. None of 
us knew much about online bridge and some people 
said, ‘it’s just not for me.’ Interestingly, many have 
been converted. 

With the help of EBU director Richard Banbury 
we started with one game a week on BBO but this 
quickly became two, three and finally four with table 
numbers averaging around 20. The nice thing about 
our games is that we are a closed group, open to 
Somerset players and their friends. Everybody 
knows each other and can relax and chat happily 
while playing. It’s like a club night – players of all 
abilities enjoying bridge together. 

Our games take place on Mondays, Wednesdays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. We filled Tuesdays by 
starting a teams of four league which, as I write, is 
moving towards the end of Somerset Lockdown 
League 1 after which promotion and relegation will 
occur, new teams will hopefully be accommodated 
and off we go again. 

In addition to this, Clevedon Portishead club is 
taking advantage of the EBU’s virtual club scheme 
and we are running a weekly game for them on 
Wednesdays. 

One thing I have learned is that people just don’t 
read the instructions on the tin! On the day of our 
first session I was on the land line, the mobile, on 
email and WhatsApp all at the same time fielding 
questions from people who were unable to join the 
game because they had forgotten their password, 
not registered their user name with me or bizarrely 
nor registered a user name with BBO at all but just 
made one up. However, this all got sorted quickly 
and most games now happen as they should. 

Maybe the popularity is explained by one 
correspondent who wrote ‘the joy of online bridge is 

that I can play in my pyjamas with today’s breakfast 
on yesterday’s beard!’ but perhaps ‘Online bridge has 
given me structure to the day and hopefully kept my 
brain from drying out’ is a more typical comment 
I’ve had from the 200+ people who have registered 
to play in Somerset Online.                        Tony Russ 

Chairman, Somerset CBA 

VIRTUAL BRIDGE IN THE 
CHILTERNS 

Tournament Director Keith Jones explains his 
innovative approach to club closures. 

We are blessed in the Chiltern and South Bucks 
area with an active and lively bridge scene. Many 
clubs are keen to keep going with an online offering, 
so when normality returns, they will have retained 
their membership, their identity and standing in the 
community. Only a minority are large enough to 
consider running their own online tournaments. 
The latter problem is compounded by the fact that 
an online director can’t realistically play at the same 
time as direct a tournament. In addition, non-
affiliated clubs cannot take advantage of the joint 
EBU initiative with Bridge Base Online and BBO are 
not training new directors at this time.  

I have set up the Chiltern Bridge Club to meet 
these challenges. We are affiliated to the EBU so can 
arrange dedicated, bespoke sessions for clubs who 
do not have the desire or capacity to run their own 
events or are non-affiliated. CBC undertakes all the 
admin work, supplies a director, and publishes 
results. CBC also organises sessions where smaller 
local clubs pair up with each other to help maintain 
the social connections. It also allows a club to see if 
they get the necessary take-up before launching out 
on their own.  

I am also running my own tournaments but with 
a difference; I am limiting the people who can play 
in the event to those who play at local clubs to 
encourage contact with people they are likely to 
know. Bridge is a social game and while BBO and 
BCL offer a great service, you rarely end up playing 
with people you know. 

One comment from one member was ‘Well done 
on getting to grips with setting up an online bridge 
club – excellent news!’           r 
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GETTING TO GRIPS WITH VIRTUAL PLAY AT 84 
by Jonathan Firth

Missing the bonhomie and social 
interaction of my two bridge clubs, I 
decided that I would at least try to 

continue improving my game by experimenting 
online. Bear in mind that, at 84 and with very 
limited IT ability, this was a step into the unknown.  

I explored the possibilities of playing 
independently and discovered a number of sites. 
The first one I chose offered a range of options 
including a ‘Social Room’ for players of all 
standards, from beginners upwards. This suited me 
well, I thought. However it turned out to be an 
‘Anti-Social Room’. By degrees I managed to learn 
some of the desirable shorthand required to convey 
non-bidding pleasantries, via the side text facility, to 
partners and opponents. I quickly learned that a 
message from my partner who had been very slow 
in playing a card (gtp), did not mean that he was 
aware that he had ‘got to play’, but rather that he was 
in desperate need of the loo. Some of the more 
esoteric messages I never managed to fathom. 

For me the site suffered from two main problems. 
The first was that certain players could be 
gratuitously and very unnecessarily rude. When I 
complained to the organisers through their 
‘messaging’  site ( Oh yes, I'm learning the lingo), I 
was advised to show patience. Many of their new 
players were lockdown first-timers and hadn't 
learned the etiquette. 

These same newcomers would no doubt be 
blamed for the second problem, which is that 
people decide to leave the table without warning. 
There is a button you are supposed to click to show 
your fellow players that you have had enough, but 
many don't bother. The result is that the rest of us 
can sit there for ages in ignorance until, with luck, 
the organisers decide to ‘remove’ the offender. We 
then wait full of hope for another player to take over 
the vacated seat. On one occasion I stupidly waited 
for over ten minutes. The miscreant was eventually 
‘removed’ and while we waited for a replacement, a 
second player got fed up and left. The first 
replacement arrived, another player left a rude 
message and was off. Eventually I was all alone, 
wondering whether I unknowingly suffered some 
computer-transmittable disease, and I also moved 
to another table. Surprise, surprise, two players 

from my original table were also there. The waiting 
game continued while a couple more players 
deserted, and then I left for ever! 

This was not the site for me. Disenchanted by this 
experience, I moved to a different site where I was to 
play with and against robots. The great advantage of 
robots is that they are always there and they are 
never rude. But I did quickly discover that their 
bidding was distinctly ‘odd’; a sort of Acol with 
aberrations. This was rubber bridge rather than my 
customary duplicate. 

I found that by tempering my normal tendency to 
overbid, I was managing to beat these electronic 
wizards at their own programmed game at least 
75% of the time. But I was fascinated by their 
apparently flawed bidding, and also to know why 
they were such useless players: so I ‘messaged’ (that 
word again), the site to ask what was afoot. They 
replied that I was playing American robots 
programmed to American rules and gave me a link 
to familiarise myself with their system. This I duly 
did, to discover that, broadly speaking, they play 
Acol but with a major variation on One Trump 
opening. Having garnered this very useful 
information I now beat them 90% of the time. 

Both my robotic partner and our dalek 
opponents do, however, have a penchant for over-
excitement. As far as my partner, Norman North , is 
concerned, whenever I show any positivity, he 
insists on going to 4NT. He is supposed to play 
Blackwood, but I quickly learned that his mentor 
forgot to tell him. So I take his 4NT bid with a large 
cupful of salt, leave us there, and it usually works. 

Our opponents, however, with no encouragement 
from Norman and myself, will regularly, happily 
rush themselves into slam contracts, when in my 
own hand I am holding three or more quick tricks! 
Bizarre. I double of course and wait for another 
massive winning score to appear.  

By these simple techniques, whilst my Acol 
bidding may not be improving, my card play 
certainly is. I can't wait to show off my new talents 
to my bridge club colleagues! Meanwhile, I’m 
looking for sites where I can play for money against 
American robots. With economic depression on the 
way, my pension will be in need of a boost.  r 
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THE BEST REASONS TO PLAY ONLINE 
by John Rayment

There are well-known disadvantages to 
playing online, in particular the lack of 
physical social contact. Most people are 

looking forward to clubs reopening (perhaps as 
garden centres?), but while lockdown remains . . . I 
thought I'd list some advantages of playing online. 

Many of the advantages are particularly 
beneficial for weaker players and those who 
struggle to attend club nights. They may be the 
ones less able or likely to try playing online. With 
gentle encouragement and nurturing they will be 
forever grateful: 
DPlay is in your own 

home so no need to 
go out in the 
cold/wet/dark; 

DNo travel involved so 
no lost time nor 
problems for non-
drivers or those 
distant from public 
transport at either 
end; 

DYou can eat and drink 
at your leisure with no 
fear of spilling over a 
small table or onto the 
cards (your laptop or 
phone are alternative 
targets); 

DThe speed of play is 
strictly and fairly 
adhered to with 
automatic awards and adjustments by 
independent high quality judges if you don’t 
quite finish a board in time; 

DThere is no physical moving at the end of  round 
which is great for less mobile people and speeds 
up play. Two board rounds are less 
disruptive/frustrating; 

DCards are 'dealt' onto your screen. No need to 
sort them. No possibility of dropping them, 
other players getting a glimpse or having five 
suits; 

DNo possibility of bidding out of turn or at an 
insufficient level; 

DNo possibility of revoking; 

DScoring is automatic and accurate; 

DTournaments of varied standard are available 
every day throughout the day and night; 

DThere are facilities to set up a table with a few 
friends for as few or many hands as you fancy; 

DTournaments may be entered with a partner or 
you may add your name to a list of those seeking 
partners, then study and select one you fancy; 

DYou can even play with a robot!; 

DThere is less chance to blame your partner 
perhaps but useful to see 'what the robot did'; 

D  Many clubs are 
setting up 'private' 
tournaments aimed at 
their members to 
replace those not 
currently available, but 
they mostly allow 
‘strangers’ to 
participate; 

D  Players may be based 
anywhere in the world 
so you may be opposing 
a pair from Italy one 
round, then a pair one 
of whom is in the US 
and the other Mexico. 
Swap player names and 
you could arrange to 
play against them again, 
either casually or in a 
chosen tournament; 

D   All boards are kept 
in memory in great detail so you can check how 
you fared compared to other pairs, what the best 
contracts were, what bids were made at your 
table and the play of each card! A fantastic 
learning tool with or without your partner. 

DWhen dummy you can see your partner's hand 
and watch them play. Great learning opportunity 
if they are a better player. They can watch what 
you do too which helps keep you honest. 

With all these advantages online bridge is surely 
worth giving a go particularly in current 
circumstances. Encouraging people to keep playing 
will make it more likely that they return to club 
nights when they reopen. 
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Most of the play in Bridge Club Live takes 
place in our Daily Match Points room in 
a Drop-in Drop-out event known by its 

initials as DIDO. Between 7am one morning and 
7am the next, 96 deals are available and we play any 
number of rounds of four boards each. We start a 
table with a partner and we are allocated a pair to 
play against. At the end of each round we can stop 
or we can play another round with the same or a 
different partner. Master Points awards are on an 
individual basis and we are eligible once we play 16 
boards. Several hundreds of players take part every 
day. 

The following recent deal was Board 69 of 96 and 
shows how taking one’s eye off the ball for a fraction 
of a second can cost. 

Mis-handling a Moysian!

Bridge Club Live                     by Barrie Partridge

click 
 

link

 
N/S Game. Dealer South.  

´ 6 4 2 
™ 9  
t A 10 9 6 2 
® Q 9 4 2 

´ 10 7 ´ J 8 5 3 
™ J 8 6 4 3 ™ A K Q 10 2 
t Q 8 4 t J 5 
® 10 8 6 ® K J 

´ A K Q 9 
™ 7 5 
t K 7 3 
® A 7 5 3

N 
W      E 

S

I was South. 3´ was to play. Double would have 
been a game try. West led a heart to East’s queen and 
the ™K was returned, ruffed in dummy. 

I now ran the t10 to the tQ and West led the 
´10 and immediately after clicking the ´Q and 
taking the trick, I realised that I had intended to 
duck, and that I was sure to be punished for 
napping. Although playing now on clubs, losing just 
one club, should have worked, I panicked and 
cashed out two more top trumps, hoping for a 3-3 
split and, when that didn’t happen, I lost control, 
unable to reach dummy’s diamonds as East could 
ruff the third round. I drifted two off for a 2.8% 
score on the board. 

Ducking the trump lead provides insurance from 
the statistically likely 4-2 trump break and allows 
control to be kept. If West switches to a heart, I can 
still ruff in dummy. The best that West can do is to 
lead his remaining trump and that gives me three 
top trumps, the early heart ruff, four diamond 
tricks and the ®A – making 3´ and 75% on the 
board.                r

UK-based Bridge Club Live offers

D Fast, fun and friendly bridge 

D Drop-in Drop-out MP Pairs and social games 

D Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs  

D Tournaments and Teams events 

D Full bidding and play records of every deal 

D System cards for partnerships 

D Discussion forums and members’ reunions 

D EBU Master Points

  West           North        East       South 
                                                    1´ 

Pass             2´             3™         3´ 
  All Pass 

https://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/julian-pottage
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Sound technique is required to make game on 
this deal from a matchpointed Funbridge 
Points Tournament. Most declarers erred at 

trick one but were given a reprieve. Consider how 
you would have fared. 

without having to guess the suit. Many declarers 
were fortunate in that, having covered with the ™J at 
trick one, West persisted with a second round after 
winning with the ´A. Note that if West wins the first 
round of trumps and exits with a second spade, life 
is much trickier for declarer. 

With the heart situation resolved, you just need to 
hold your minor suit losers to two tricks. Most 
declarers started by playing on clubs. When the ®J 
lost to the queen and West exited with a club, they 
then played a diamond to the queen and finessed 
the ten on the way back. Alas, West showed up with 
tAJ and they were one down. A more successful 
approach would be to play on diamonds first. West 
still wins his two diamond tricks, but he is then 
endplayed to lead a club or give a ruff-and-discard. 
You did remember to eliminate the hearts before 
you touched the minors, didn’t you? 

The best percentage chance is actually to play on 
clubs first, but by eschewing the finesse and playing 
the ace and king before exiting with a third round  
of the suit. If West holds the ®Q he is immediately 
endplayed. If East wins with the ®Q, he will have  
to open up the diamond suit, so you will make  
your contract as long as East holds either the t9 or 
the tJ. 

Those two red eights proved to be worth their 
weight in gold! You score 90.5% for making ten 
tricks. Indeed, some declarers managed to amass 
only eight tricks, so you will even score a rather 
fortunate 50% for going just one down.                r

A choice of finesses

Funbridge Competitions                    by Marc Smith

         West        North     East       South 
                         Pass         Pass        1NT 
         Pass          2®          Pass        2´ 
         Pass          4´           All Pass

West leads the ™10 against your 4´. Let’s start by 
analysing the lead. West is very likely to hold the ™9, 
and the odds are that East holds the ™Q. Although 
the queen may be doubleton, most declarers still 
covered the opening lead with dummy’s ™J. A better 
play is to win in hand with the ™A and hope that the 
defenders will be forced to either play a second 
round of hearts (which will then bring your ™8 into 
play) or to open one of the minors to your 
advantage. 

At the table, if you win the ™A, play a trump to 
the king and then a second round back to your 
queen, West wins with the ´A and continues with 
the ™9. Happy days! You can now cover, forcing 
East’s queen, and your ™8 provides a third trick 

 
Love All. Dealer North. MP Pairs 

´ K 8 7 2 
™ J 4 2  
t Q 8 6 
® A 6 3 

´ A 9 ´ 10 6 4 
™ 10 9 ™ Q 7 6 5 3 
t A J 7 5 2 t 9 3  
® Q 10 9 8 ® 5 4 2  

´ Q J 5 3    
™ A K 8 
t K 10 4 
® K J 7

N 
W      E 

S
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Paul’s Hold-Up Challenge from p10

ANSWER ANSWER

          ´  7 6 3 
          ™  10 8 7 4 
          t  Q 8 3 
         ®  A 7 5 
               
               
               

           
          ´  A 4 2 
          ™  K Q J 9 3        
          t  K J 
         ®  K Q 4

N 
W      E 

S

Hand 1: South 
plays in 4™. 

West leads the ´K

  W        N        E       S 

                        Pass  1´ 
  Dble    2´       Pass  4´    
  All Pass

          ´  J 10 9 5 
          ™  A 4 2 
          t  Q 10 8 4 
         ®  7 6 
               
               
               

           
          ´  A K Q 8 7 3 
          ™  6 3 
          t  K J 2 
         ®  K 3

N 
W      E 

S

Preliminary Analysis: 
4™ has been bid on power, 19 points facing 6, but 
the lack of shape (a 5·3·3·2 pattern facing 4·3·3·3) 
means that your Count and Plan reveals too many 
losers (two spades, a diamond and the ™A). Can 
there be any benefit in holding off trick one? 

Preliminary Analysis: 
After opening 1´ and seeing a take-out double to 
your left, partner raises to 2´. Your 4´ is somewhat 
optimistic, but dummy is a little better than you 
deserve. Is there any point in ducking this opening 
lead? If so, what is it? 

´ 7 6 3 
™ 10 8 7 4 
t Q 8 3 
® A 7 5 

´ K Q J 8 5 ´ 10 9 
™ 6 2 ™ A 5 
t 9 7 5 t A 10 6 4 2 
® 10 9 3 ® J 8 6 2 

´ A 4 2 
™ K Q J 9 3 
t K J 
® K Q 4

N 
W      E 

S

´ J 10 9 5 
™ A 4 2 
t Q 10 8 4 
® 7 6 

´ 2 ´ 6 4 
™ K Q 10 7 ™ J 9 8 5 
t A 6 5 3 t 9 7 
® A Q 9 2 ® J 10 8 5 4 

´ A K Q 8 7 3 
™ 6 3 
t K J 2 
® K 3

N 
W      E 

S

Hand 1: Your only hope is that spades are 5-2 and 
that East holds the two red aces. If spades are 5-2 
then that’s quite likely as West didn’t overcall 1´. 
Here’s the full deal: 

Hand 2: If you were to take the ™A, you give East-
West a chance to defeat you. East would play the ™9, 
suggesting that he holds the jack, and West could 
sense an entry in his partner’s hand. When on lead 
with the tA. West could underlead the ™Q to the 
jack and a club return, through the exposed ®Kx, 
would spell ruin. Here’s the full deal: 

Hand 2: South 
plays in 4´. 

West leads the ™K

After the ´K holds trick one, the defenders’ 
communications are gone. You win the second 
round of spades and knock out the two red aces, 
eventually dumping your spade loser on the 
established tQ. By allowing the ™K to hold trick one you make the 

defenders’ lives impossible. West can do nothing 
constructive at trick two; you win, draw trumps 
and knock out the tA. Eventually, the long 
diamond on table takes care of a losing club and 
you make your game for the loss of a heart, a 
diamond and a club.           r
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Michael’s Interference Quiz, from p16

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3 
´ A Q 9 ´ 9 5 4 2 ´ 8 
™ J 8 6 5 4 ™ A Q J 6 5 ™ K J 7 5 3 
t A K 3 t A Q 3 t A Q 10 5 3 
® 5 4 ® 4 ® A 5

With neither side vulnerable you open 1™ 
and the bidding is as shown. What is 
your rebid?

ANSWERS
game) and will let partner judge what to do if the 

opponents go to 3´. If partner has diamond 

length then 4™ (or 4t) will be the right thing, 

otherwise you can stop in 3™, or sell out to 3´.  

Hand 4) Pass – It is tempting to throw in a sporting 

double, but there is no guarantee that the ´K is 

on your right, and you don't have an attractive 

lead to make. Also, if you pass 2´ then partner 

can bid on if he wants, for example if he has a 

singleton or void spade and a weak hand, which 

will end with you in 3™, hopefully on a spade 

lead. (Although partner won't have a singleton 

spade and four hearts, if he is 1-3 in the majors he 

would compete with 2NT or a long minor suit) 

Hand 5) 4™ – you need only the ace of trumps 

from partner to give this decent play, and with 

him holding at least three of the missing six 

trumps that is odds on. You might push the 

opponents overboard or cow them into 

submission, but the important thing is to strike 

your confident blow and then leave it alone.    r

Hand 1) Pass – Although you hold an above 
average opening, your hearts are poor and your 
hand is very defensive in nature. There is no 
reason to assume partner has a 4th trump, and 
even so it is hard to see partner being able to cover 
so many of your losers.  

Hand 2) 3™ – You wouldn't normally be worth this 
but your spade length (and weakness) suggests 
the hand will fit well, with partner hopefully 
holding a singleton so you can score a couple of 
ruffs in the dummy. Although you have fair 
defensive prospects against 2´ (lead your 
singleton and hope to make a few ruffs) partner 
doesn't rate to hold that many entries so best case 
scenario is one off. 3™ might go down if the 
opponents lead trumps early or partner has 
values in the black suits, but the strength of your 
trumps prevents a double and there is a good 
chance of getting them to 3´.  

Hand 3) 3t – In a competitive auction this bid 
becomes more natural than usual (1™-2™-3t is a 
long suit game try, indicating you want help for 

    W          N          E          S 
    1™         Dble      2™        2´ 
    ?

Hand 4 Hand 5 
´ A Q 9 2 ´ 8 
™ K 10 7 6 4 ™ K Q 10 6 5 4 3 
t A 2 t A Q J 
® J 3 ® 7 6
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Jagger’s System Quiz, from p26

Armed with your knowledge of how to contend with intervention over 1NT, try this quiz with your 
partner, to see how it works in practice. 

WEST HANDS

Questions continue on p66 Questions continue on p66

EAST HANDS

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2™              

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2™

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2™              

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3  

´ K 7 5 3 ´ K Q 4 2 ´ A 8 7  
™ 4 2 ™ K J 8 3 ™ K J 6 
t A Q 8 5 t Q 10 2 t A 9 7 
® K 8 5 ® J 5 ® Q 8 5 3 

Hand 4 Hand 5 
´ K 10 ´ Q 6 3 2   
™ Q 5 4 ™ A 4 
t A J 9 5 t K Q 10 9 
® Q 10 3 2 ® Q 5 3 

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3  

´ 8 4 ´ 7 6 ´ K 10 3  
™ A 9 3 ™ 6 ™ 3 
t 7 4 2 t A K J 9 7 6 3 t K Q 10 5 4 3 
® Q J 10 7 2 ® A 6 3 ® K 7 4 

Hand 4 Hand 5 
´ 6 3 2 ´ K 7 5   
™ K J 9 2 ™ Q 7 6 
t K 6 4 t A J 6 4 
® K 9 4 ® K J 7 

Hand 6 Hand 7 
´ 8 3 ´ K Q J 7 3  
™ 2 ™ 8 2 
t K Q 9 5 3 t A 7 3 2 
® A K J 5 4 ® K 7 

Hand 8 Hand 9 
´ K 9 6 4 ´ A J 7 6  
™ 5 3 ™ 7 
t A 10 6 t A Q 7 5 3 2 
® K 6 4 2 ® J 2 

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2™

Hand 6 Hand 7 
´ K J 5 2 ´ A 5  
™ Q 4 3 ™ K J 4 
t A J 8 6 t K J 6 4 
® Q 7 ® J 9 6 4 

Hand 8 Hand 9 
´ Q J 5 3 ´ Q 4  
™ A 4 2 ™ J 5 3 
t K Q 5 3 t K 6 4 
® 9 8 ® A Q 7 5 3 
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Jagger’s System Quiz, Answers from p26

Questions continue overleaf

Hand 1 

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2™              2NT       Pass 
3®               All Pass

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2™              2NT       Pass 
3®               Pass           3´          Pass 
3NT             All Pass

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2™              3t          Pass 
3NT             All Pass

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2™              All Pass

Ideally you would like a sixth club to compete, but 
in practice most people would wish to bid over 2™, 
and 2NT is the way to get to 3®, without showing 
any values. Some worry that 2NT does not show the 
club suit, but your prime aim is to stop them 
playing in 2™. If they compete with 3™, you will be 
very happy, and may beat it.  

Hand 2 

2NT is the way to start with a forcing hand with 
diamonds, following up with 3´, over which opener 
can bid 3NT. If they competed with 3™, 3´ would 
still show the forcing hand with diamonds. 

Hand 3 

In real life we rarely get such perfect hands, but here 
responder can bid an invitational 3t, which opener 
will be happy to convert to 3NT.  

Hand 4 

East might like to penalise 2™, as it is unlikely to 
make. However, playing a takeout double they have 
to go quietly, not expecting game to be on. In fact if 
you did double 2™ for penalties you might well end 
up defending a making 2´, so avoiding being greedy 
won’t be so bad. 

Hand 5 

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2™              3NT       All Pass

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2™ 
2NT             Pass           3®          Pass 
3NT             Pass           4t          Pass 
5t               All Pass

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2™ 

3™               Pass           3NT       All Pass

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2™ 

Dble            Pass           2´          All Pass

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2™ 

3´                Pass           4®          Pass 
4t               Pass           5t          All Pass

Don’t always look for a catch. This looks like a 3NT 
bid so keep it simple.  

Responder can show both minors by starting with 
2NT, and then bidding 3NT. Opener removes, and a 
good 5t contract is reached. If opponents compete 
with 3™ over 2NT, then responder will still bid 3NT 
showing exactly the same thing. 

Hand 7

3™ shows at least five spades, and at least 
invitational values. Without a spade fit and a 
reasonable heart holding, opener chooses 3NT, 
which isn’t the greatest contract, but where you’d 
expect to play. 

Hand 8 

Responder is minimal in values, but with good 
shape for a take out double, gets partner to bid 2´.  

Hand 9 

Hand 6 

Responder could show diamonds by starting with 
2NT and then following up with 3´, but this 
wouldn’t show the spade suit. Instead they show 
four spades and a singleton (or void) heart with the 
3´ bid. This allows opener to judge whether to play 
in 3NT or not, and having decided not, they bid to 
5t.
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WEST HANDS

Questions continue on p68 Questions continue on p68

EAST HANDS

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2´              

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2´

W        N        E         S 
                     1NT    2®1 

1 hearts and another

W        N        E         S 
                     1NT    2®1 

1 hearts and another

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2´              

Hand 10 Hand 11 Hand 12  

´ 4 2 ´ K Q 4 2 ´ K J 6  
™ K 7 5 3 ™ K J 8 3 ™ A 8 7 
t A Q 8 5 t Q 10 2 t A 9 7 
® K 8 5 ® J 5 ® Q 8 5 3 

Hand 10 Hand 11 Hand 12  

´ A 9 3 ´ 7 6 ´ 3  
™ 8 4 ™ 6 ™ K 10 3 
t 7 4 2 t A K J 9 7 6 3 t K Q 10 5 4 3 
® Q J 10 7 2 ® A 6 3 ® K 7 4 

Hand 13 Hand 14 
´ 2 ´ 8 2  
™ 8 3 ™ K Q J 7 3 
t K Q 9 5 3 t A 7 3 2 
® A K J 5 4 ® K 7 

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2´

Hand 13 Hand 14 
´ Q 4 3 ´ K J 4  
™ K J 5 2 ™ A 5 
t A J 8 6 t K J 6 4 
® Q 7 ® J 9 6 4 

Hand 15 
´ 6 4 
™ 6 4 
t Q J 10 5 3 2 
® A 5 3

W        N        E         S 
1NT     2®1 
1 both majors

Hand 16 
´ 7 3 
™ K 8 6 
t A Q 7 5 
® K Q 6 4

W        N        E         S 
1NT     2®1 
1 both majors

Hand 16 
´ Q J 10 9 5 4 
™ 4 2 
t K 2 
® 9 8 7

W        N        E         S 
                     1NT    2®1 

1 both majors

Hand 17 
´ 4 2 
™ K 2 
t Q J 10 9 5 4 
® 9 8 7

W        N        E         S 
1NT     2t1 
1 either hearts or spades

Hand 18 
´ 7 3 
™ A 8 6 
t A 8 7 3 
® K Q 6 4

W        N        E         S 
1NT     2t1 
1 either hearts or spades

Hand 18 
´ 4 2 
™ K 2 
t Q J 10 9 5 4 
® 9 8 7

W        N        E         S 
                     1NT    2®1 

1 both majors

Hand 17 
´ 7 3 
™ A 8 6 
t A 8 7 3 
® K Q 6 4

Hand 15 
´ K 7 3 
™ Q 8 5 2 
t A K 6 4 
® 6 4
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Continued overleaf

Hand 10 

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2´              2NT       Pass 
3®               All Pass

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2´              3®          Pass 
3NT             All Pass

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2´              3®          Pass 
3NT             All Pass

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2´ 

2NT             Pass           3®          Pass 
3NT             Pass           4t          Pass 
5t               All Pass

With a weak hand, you compete via Lebensohl, 
exactly as you would over 2™. 

Hand 11

3® is a transfer to diamonds, with at least 
invitational values. Opener has a close call, as he has 
a fairly poor hand, but with a fit and the nature of 
the hand, 3NT may well be making if 3t is. If 
instead opener bids 3t, then responder can bid 3´ 
to ask for a stop. 

Hand 12

Over 2´, responder shows his at least invitational 
hand in diamonds by bidding a transfer. Opener 
accepts with 3NT.   

Hand 13

With both minors the auction is very similar to 
when the opponents overcall in hearts. 

Hand 14 

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2´ 

3t               Pass           3NT       All Pass

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2®1 
2NT             Pass           3®          Pass 
3t               All Pass 
1 hearts and another

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2®1                       2´          All Pass 
1 both majors

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2®1 

3®               Pass           3t          All Pass 
1 both majors

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2t1            3®          Pass 
3t               All Pass 
1 either hearts or spades

3t shows at least five hearts, and at least 
invitational values. Without a heart fit and a 
reasonable spade holding, opener chooses 3NT. 

When one suit is specified (in this case hearts), the 
system is the same as if they had overcalled in that 
suit. You could bid 2t here, but you would prefer to 
make life difficult for opponents by bidding 2NT. 
Here opponents have a spade fit but may well not 
find it.  

Hand 16

They have shown two suits, so you can bid one of 
their suits naturally. 

Hand 17

They have shown both majors, so we play transfers.  
3® commands partner to bid 3t, as it may be a 
weak hand. 

Hand 18 

Hand 15

With no suits shown, we play four suit transfers.
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WEST HANDS

ANSWERS

EAST HANDS

W        N        E         S 
                     1NT    2NT1 

1 both minors

Hand 19 
´ A Q J 7 6 4 3 
™ A Q 3 
t K 4 
® 2

W        N        E         S 
1NT     2NT1 
1 both minors

Hand 20 
´ Q 4 
™ K 7 5 3 
t 10 7 5 
® A K 5 4

W        N        E         S 
                     1NT    3®

Hand 21 
´ K Q J 6 4 
™ 6 5 4 
t 3 
® A 5 3 2

W        N        E         S 
1NT     Dble

Hand 22 
´ A J 10 3 
™ K 10 7 3 
t K J 4   
® 3 2

W        N        E         S 
1NT     Dble

Hand 22 
´ 9 2 
™ Q 9 6 2 
t Q 10 3 2   
® 9 8 7

W        N        E         S 
                     1NT    3®

Hand 21 
´ A 9 8 7 
™ A 2 
t 9 8 5 4 
® K Q 6

W        N        E         S 
1NT     2NT1 
1 both minors

Hand 20 
´ A K 8 6 2 
™ A 9 8 6 2 
t 6 4 
® 2

W        N        E         S 
                     1NT    2NT1 

1 both minors

Hand 19 
´ K 2 
™ K 6 4 
t A 6 5 3 
® A 5 4 3

Hand 19 

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       2NT1 
4t               Pass           4™          Pass 
4NT             Pass           5®          Pass 
5™               Pass           6™          Pass 
7NT             All Pass 
1 both minors

Responder agrees spades directly by bidding 4t, 
showing a slam try (he could alternatively have 
transferred to spades with 3™, but 4t is much more 
descriptive). The rest of the auction will depend on 
methods that haven’t been discussed yet, but 
perhaps 5® shows three of the five key cards, 5™ 
shows the queen of trumps and asks what else 
opener has, and 6™ shows the king of hearts. Now 
responder can count 13 tricks, and takes the 
precaution of playing in no trumps.  

Hand 20 

West            North        East        South 
1NT             2NT1                   3´          Pass 
4®               Pass           4™          All Pass 
1 both minors

West            North        East        South 
                                     1NT       3® 
3™               Pass           4´          All Pass

Responder shows both majors with 3´.   

Hand 21

3™ is a transfer to spades, and could well be a weak 
hand. Normally opener would simply bid 3´, but 
with a fantastically fitting hand it is worth jumping 
to game.                                                         Cont/p69
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Hand 22 

West            North        East        South 
1NT             Dble          Redble    Pass 
2®               Pass           2t          Pass 
2™               All Pass

Redoubling 1NT shows either length in clubs, or 
two suits without clubs. Opener must bid 2® first, 
and then responder bids 2t to show that suit and a 
major, which uncovers the heart fit. 2™ is pass or 
correct, allowing responder to pass with four hearts, 
or bid 2´ with four spades.

KEVIN SULLIVAN’S A-Z OF SWIFTIES

‘Maybe I shouldn’t have split with Garfunkel,’ 
reflected Paul artlessly. 

‘Hi Mum. I’m OK. I’m in Casualty. Fell off me bike,’ 
Tom said brokenly. 

‘I do have a favourite Welsh cheese but I don’t know 
how to pronounce it,’ he said carefully. 

‘Je m’appelle Seurat et je suis un peintre superbe,’ il 
dit dottily. 

‘My teacher says I’m bone idle,’ said Tom 
effortlessly. 

‘The answer is definitely a Scottish river,’ said 
Hamish forthrightly. 

‘Nutmeg is the only spice for rice pudding,’ said 
Gordon gratingly. 

‘The recipe for the pie? I just used up some odds 
and ends,’ said Chef humbly. 

‘I can lend you some money,’ he offered 
interestingly. 

‘We’ve been married 50 years today,’ he said 
jubilantly. 

‘I got all the answers right in Mastermind,’ he 
boasted knowledgeably. 

‘We’ve been hoarding toilet rolls, you can have 
some of ours,’ he offered lavishly. 

‘I’ve just tried to learn Precision,’ he complained 
mindfully. 

‘I’m just useless at everything,’ he moaned notably. 

‘The list of all the prime numbers after 2?’ Tom 

answered oddly. 

‘Eve, darling, is this variety of apple called 

Discovery?’ asked Adam presciently. 

‘Windmills have always bugged me,’ the Don said 

quixotically. 

‘I always eat too much at these Australia-themed 

barbecues,’ he said ruefully. 

‘Please, Mr Attenborough sir, Jumbo is not looking 

well,’ he said sycophantically. 

‘I’m not planting any more celery until I get paid,’ 

he stated trenchantly. 

‘I know it’s tragic, but the show must go on even 

with only six dwarves,’ said Snow White unhappily. 

‘Is today a holiday?,’ he said vacuously. 

‘I must see my solicitor,’ he announced wilfully. 

‘Not all wit is funny,’ Oscar remarked xerically. 

‘I really must get a job for the next twelve months,’ 

he said yearningly. 

‘I really enjoyed making a lemon drizzle cake,’ he 

said zestfully.

DID YOU MISS THE BRIDGE SWIFTIES? Page 28
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CROSSWORD NO 27

Answers to crossword on page 41

ADVERTISEMENTS  

Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of 
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English 
Bridge) take reasonable precautions to protect the 
interests of readers by ensuring as far as 
practicable that advertisements in the pages of 
English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its 
publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking 
in respect of claims made against advertisers, 
whether these advertisements are printed as part 
of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts. 
Legal remedies are available if redress is sought, 
and readers who have complaints should address 
them to the advertiser, should consult a local 
Trading Standards Office or a Citizens Advice 
Bureau or their own solicitors. Members should 
ensure when booking holidays that they take 
suitable precautions to protect their booking: 
check the company is part of a relevant 
organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out suitable travel 
insurance; pay at least £100 by credit card. Readers 
should note that prices advertised may not be 
accurate due to currency exchange rate 
fluctuations or tax changes.

LAMENT OF AN AGED BRIDGE PLAYER 
Oh, life was sweet for oldies when 

We could come out to play: 
A game of bridge is such great fun – 

The highlight of the day! 

Sometimes I’ll bid quite brilliantly  
Pull off a masterstroke – 

How often Joe will spoil it all 
And suddenly revoke! 

The game is serious for Flo: 
She’s always very keen – 

But not too sure, these latter days, 
If she should trump that Queen. 

We’ll have a whispered gossip next 
About Fay:  “Silly dress! 

She used to be a hairdresser -  
Her own is such a mess!” 

It’s clear that Cyril isn’t well: 
His bad leg’s very sore; 

But no one in the Club will let 
Sly Cyril do the score. 

“You should have opened One No Trump!” 
This comes from bossy Pat. 

She used to be a schoolteacher – 
And often tells us that! 

When stern-faced Annie gets the chance 
She’ll always have a moan; 

She’s strict on sticking to the rules 
But whoops - there goes her phone! 

There’s smelly Sam and desperate Dan, 
Whose hearing-aid will hiss, 

And all these funny characters 
Are people that I’ll miss. 

Pass on the boards, pack up the cards, 
Tuck tablecloths away 

And hope it’s true we’ll meet again 
Some future sunny day. 

Farewell the joys of yesteryear, 
I see them shining plain:  

Those golden afternoons of bridge – 
When will they come again? 

Jenny Kinton 
(April 2020 Leicestershire)




